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I RUPERT STEEL & SALVASE LTD. 
COPPER We buy BRASS /
ALL IVlETALS & BATTERIES / 
• O : 'LSI  :m' . J 
l 
This aircraft, used for the peaceful purpose of tran- 
sporting large quantities of water to water-bomb forest 
flran, such as the one now in progress North of Kitimat. 
TERRACE-KITIMAT 
dal/ hzra/d 
was once on A-20 attack bomber in World War 11. The 
bombs it drops, now, are to save gves and preserve 
forests, where once they were of the lethal vaflety. 
FOREST FIRE U, PDATE 
tankers working with followed. They have uls~ 
monsoon buckets are still been advistog on dangerous 
being used and have proved sltuatlens. To date there has 
far more effective the  the been no major aceldont or 
conventional ir tankers, injury reported among the 
• .Two Workers Com- 250 people mployed to fight 
peusstion officers have been the fire. 
on the Job continuously to ..The two fires reported 
ensure that proper safet.v Wednesday brought the total 
procedures are bein~t forest fires in the Prince 
..Although there is very'=:i.The weather forecast, 
IfiUe smoke evident, in the although offering no promise 
sh~, the s|tuatlon at the of rain, is for continued 
Kithnst-Terrace forest fire cloudy slden. The cloud 
inteTbursday afternoon was cover has been a saving 
that /he fire, although not factor keeping the tern- 
-under eBntrol, was being poratures down from what 
held to th~ same size for the would otherwise have ftir- 
APast twenty-tsar hours, ther aggravated the 
pproxlmately ?,000 acres, slinatiou. Helicopter air 
LEGISLATTVP. LIBRARIf, 
PARLI/~MENT SU£LDINGS, 
VX'CTO,~.~A, B.C., 
V8V-1X4 
colw. 77f~B 
I wEATHEi  ' ]  . . . .  
Sunny with cloudy periods | 
over the weekend. With I 
temDeratuers reaohin.q the I 
mid 20 s on both Friday & | 
the low 20's on Sunday. / 
IlLs ALERT 
FOR FLEEIll6 WILDLIFE 
Bears moving into Kitimat because of the fire in the week-long fire, Conservation Officer Graham 
Kit~nat Valley are said to be causing a problem. 
• Mrs. Herron, of 60 Whitflesey Street reported a bear 
in her back yard to Kitimat RCMP at about 2 p.m. 
Wednesday. •. 
Kitimat's game officer stated that due to the fire the 
bear population is moving and it is expected that 
several bears will come into the area. 
Bears were also reported in the Furlong Bay 
camping area, as  well as Thornhill and Terrace, 
Thursday. The first attempt to reach the Con- 
servalion Officer in Terrace, was unsuccessful as both 
officials were said to be attending to "bear calls". 
Last year  a young boy in Kit imat was attacked by a 
bear in town; his scalp.was torn off by the bear, but 
fortunately it  was recovered, and successfully 
regrafted. 
According to the Terr8ce office, later, Thursday, 
Terrace, Kit imat and Prince Rupert have the heaviest 
concentration of black bears in the province. Despite 
i 
Rupert Forest District to weeks ago to still burning 
thirteen of which 2 remsin and is now in the mop up 
out of control, and 11 are in a stage. The KitimabTerrace 
fire, one week old, Is state of mop-up. 
• .The fire burning about 3O estimated tO have cost 
miles south of Atlln is $400,000 to date, in 
reported to be about IV5 firefighting costs, 
acres in size. P re l iminary  surveys  
• .The fire In the vicinity of estimate that ZOO aoren of 
the Lava Beds about two plantation have been 
~lestreyed. 
• .According to Terry 
Walker, aciisg Ioformauoo 
officer for the Prince Rupert 
Forest District, the Kitimat. 
Terrace fire poses no im- 
mediate danger to either 
.~.~quipmeat being used in 
the fire now induaea 20 
I l l  
Turnbull said the number of bear calls being received 
was no more than usual for this time of the year, for 
Terrace, and there seemed no cause for alarm. 
For  obvious reasons, people are urged to take extra 
precautions with their children playing in wooded 
areas .  
If a bear  is sited, contact he RCMP immediately. 
Two thefts were reported to Kitimat police Wed- 
nesday. 
Melanie Martins of 39 Wohler reported the theft of 
her red 10-spend bike and Joe Slanina of 60 Patr idge 
had a cutt ing torch taken from his welder at  his 
residence within the last month. The torch is valued at 
!75. 
A watch was turned into the police office which was 
found at Teal Street. The owner may claim upon 
identification. 
A purse found at the hospital has also been turned 
into KiUmat police and the owner may claim it. 
tractors, seventeen tanker 
trucks, 3 sldddcrs, right 
helicopters - of whom 4 are 
light and 4 medium and 
equipped with 200-300 gallon 
monsoon buckets fUled with 
~ateinl chemical rotardonts 
give off extinguishing 
~anes when in contact with 
scat, 
Oaroless 
Oampers 
Oould 
CyallleS 
Coverage 
Up In Air 
OTTAWA (CP) - -  Plans 
for CBC coverage of the 
Commonwealth Games are 
dispute between the Crown 
corporation and the Nauoea~ 
Association of Broadeas~ S lam-  , Employees and Technicians 
I i l l l g  [ (NA'BET), CBC president 
_ I A.W. Johnson said Thurs- 
The more ~ VO00 acre I da~. 
fire between Terrace ann I ~e last contract expired 
Kitlmat was probablyl July 2 and neg.otiatio~ f a 
• recreaUOnailst, ae~0s~t~_ to
.... ~ ;Walksr ,  acting Press lease he asked the union to 
Officer for thv Princ~ Rupert 
Forest District. 
Four-wheel tire tracks 
were discovered going into 
authorities were able to 
investigate and no tr.8 .ces of 
what actuslly kindled the 
fire were found at the aceae, 
• Johnson said in n news re- 
~Uaarantee coverage of the 
mes in E .d.monton Au K. 3 
to Aug. 12, but the umon 
would not give that 
8s8orance. 
"The CBC must now ex- 
plore alternative 
possibilities for coverage of 
the Games reco~dn~ that 
full coverage is ~ot po~ssible 
without NABET participa- 
tion," Johnson said. 
German Students 
Seek information 
During the present Kitlmat-Terrace fire, helicopters (above) equipped with ',Monsoon 
Tanks" have proved to be far superior to the conventional Air Tanker (top of page) for 
fire fighting purposes. They are able to drop their load of chemical retardants with pin 
/ i/iii iiiil/i/il ¸!: i iiii !i ! : 
Cathy Crack, Parks naturalist st Lakelse Lake Park condt~cts nature walks and holds 
lectures and talks concerning natural history and wildlife, fauns and nora, The forest 
fire was about wo miles distant when this photo was taken. 
, .Attracted by garbage from careless campers, black bears are frequent visitors to the 
Lakel|e tree, Censervation fficers are kept busy I~ve trapping them and transporting 
them f~w release in other areas. Children should be warned against he friendly 
!'Smokey the Bear" Image, since ell bears are unpredictable and contact with them can 
have dangerous results, 
point accurracy. The retardant, superior to water emafm on the ground in Jelly form, 
emitting a smothering as. 'ihe chemical is also an excellent fertmxer and en- 
vironmentally safe. 
,Area To Get 
Geoohemieal 
Examination 
Stokes  l~xpl~rat ion 
Management Co. Ltd. 
(SEMCO) of Vancouver has 
been awarded the contract to 
carry out a 3-mouth 
geochemical reeonnaisance 
program over 12,000 square 
miles of North West B.C. 
The area covers Stewart 
(Granduc), Alice Arm, 
Terrace, Prince Rupert and 
reaches to the south of 
Kitimat. The area is rugged 
including the Coast Moun- 
tains. 
The area specifically is 
covered by the NTS sheets 
1031 (Terrace), 103P (Nasa 
River) and 103J (Prince 
Rupert). 
A SEMCO team of 9' is  
supported by 4-2heel drive 
trucks, trailers, a boat and 
trail bike with a Hughes 500 
C Helicopter. The project is 
supervised by B.C. Govern. 
meat Geologist, Mr. Talis 
Kalnias. 
It is anticipated the 4,600 
sites will be sampled in the S- 
month period commeselng 
June l~h. The sediment and 
water samples will be 
analysed for 12 metals in. 
eluding Uranium. 
• This is the third year in a 
row that SEMCO has been 
selected to carry out major 
geochemical programs for 
the Federa l -Prov inc ia l  
Governments, 
P rev ious  cont racts  
covered 36,000 square miles 
of the whole of the 
Oknnagan, the Kootesays 
and the Atlin areas. 
The 1978 program is 
funded by the Accelerated 
Minera l  Explor .at ion 
Program. 
Sightseeing Bus Tour 
The flret tour bus of the and Thursday. Pib.kulm are 
Terrace-Kitimat Sunmter as follows: Sandman Inn 
Tours,  a Chamber of 9:00 a.m.; Terrace Hotel 
Commerce project - carried 9:10 L~kelee Motor Hotel 
~.apassengers - possibly 9:20. Afternoon tours make 
use not enough people p/ckul~, as follows: Sand- 
were aware of the service, man Inn 12:40; Terrace 
These sight-seeing bus Hotel 1~-:50 and Lakelse 
teurs will mn every Monday Motor Hotel 1:00. 
A very lntermflng letter 
was received at the District 
of Terrace Parks & 
Recreation Office this week. 
It was written by Konrad 
Zinsmaler, ofWest Germany 
who, along with 2 other 
students, are very interested 
in coming to B.C. this 
summer during August and 
September. 
Their plans include a 
canoe trip down the Sttkine 
River beginning at Tunton 
Lake in the Spatsizi 
Wilderness Park. 
If anybody in this area has 
made this particular trip or 
knows the Stikine River area 
well, please pass your in. 
formation on to the 
Recreation Office at 638- 
1174. 
All th~ormation gathered 
will be sat  to these students 
in West Germany to help 
make their proposed trip as 
sa fe  and enjoyable as 
possible. 
. ~ v ~ , ~ ' ~ , i  > .~ ,~  ,~  
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Former msyor Md c~nt ly  sldermM and toting mayor 
Vie Jolllffe, surveys the alte ~ T~aee 's  new courmonse 
md Health Md Human ResoWcu Centre, Jolllffe is 
slmeding on Dijon Avmue elf Kulum Street where the tw6 
facilities will be built, Construction on the he|lib Unit b 
expected to start this fell, eithouKtJ site preparation wilt 
begin Immediately, The building currently housh~ th# 
Child Minding C~ wIH hsve to be ~ d~d tO retake 
way for the &ukTfiietIj~ 
] 
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Job opportunities 
..Further delails on the 
following lobs are to be 
obtained by calling the 
Terrace office of the Canada 
Employment Centre at 635. 
7134. 
Millwright - IWA rate. 
Terrace. Permanent full 
time. General duties in local 
mill - shift work involved. 
Baker - $7.00 per hour to 
start. Terrace. permanent 
full time. Must  have ex- 
perionce. 
Dining Room Waitresg - ~.75 
per hour. Terrace. Per-  
manent fu l l  time. Ex- 
per ience  pre fer red .  
Walter.Waitress - $3.25 per 
hour. Terrace. Permanent 
full-time. Over 19 years of 
age. Stock work, cash 
register and balancing 
ordering. 
General Office Clerk - DOE 
$3,50 hour. Terrace. Per- 
manent full time, Invoicing 
Registered Nurse-  $1124 
month. Terrace. Care of 
patients in ICU maintenance 
of equipment. Responsible 
to head nurse. Shift work 8 
percent VP. Room and 
Board provided at cost. 
Executive Secretary - SL000 
month. Terrace. Typing 60 
wpm, filing, transcribing, 
shorthand month end 
reports, exp with public. 
Cook- $3.00 hour. Terrace. 
Cooking and some clean-up. 
Shift work. 
Heavy Duty Mechanic - 
$10.51 hour. Terrace. 
Temporary full time (9. 
months). Certified HD 
Mechanic Heavy Equipment 
repa i r .  ,~ ,, . 
• %. 
Clerk Typist - $893.00 per 
month. Terrace. P~- 
manont full time. Must have 
40 wpm typing. Must have 
office experience. 
NDP blamed for nursing 
problems at hospital 
VANCOUVER (CP) - -  
Hilda Thomas, a director at 
Vancouver General 
Hospital, said Wednesday 
the former New D~mocralic 
is responsihle for the poor 
quality of nursing facilities 
at the hospital. 
"We were not able to get 
any funding fer nurses," she 
said during a public forum 
attended mainly by those 
supporting nurses in their 
current fight with the ad- 
ministration for more 
control and better facilities 
at the hospital. 
"The dismal working 
conditions, the overheated 
rooms and the stench of 
urine leave one no room to 
faint in. Conditions are 
appalling." 
Ms. Thomas said, 
however, that conditions will 
improve at the hospital. 
"The board and the ad- 
ministration are aware of 
• the nurses' problems," she 
said. "I ask you to be aware 
of .some of the other 
~roblems." 
The dispute over nursing 
conditions led to the recent 
firing of three top nurses. 
Wagon Days 
Honda C~ic  Wagon '~J~'~ 
TERRACE HONDA SALES 
~ ,  4842 Hey .  16 West Terrace;  B.C. VgG 1L8 
63S.6571 or  635-4325 
Dealer Licence Nomber 02066A 
HONDA Test drive a Honda today. 
through a cardex inventory Radiator Repairman f t~nd buy 
system. Accurate typing. Negotiable salary DOE. Pen i 
Terrace. Permnnent-full s onc. Tel ek s I Carpet & Drap, 
week. Terrace. Permanent or related radiator ex- B 
fuiltime. Must be registered perience. Some light • sto 
nurse or have successfully mechanic work. 
completed toearly childhood VICTORIA (CP) • --  tea sousd a doai to puss up." F 
education eou. 'IV & Radio Repatrperson- Premier Bill Bennett said "We would have been 
Fliers - .. . . . . . .  ' ' " ' I  Prince Rupert Permenant Finance Minister Evan advantsgeoflt," he sald. 
' Terrace. verrnanonz mt " . . . . . .  l ai full time Good knowledge of Wolfe's decision to use the New Democratic Party time. uenerm auuos m ec ~r,,=, ~, . . . . . .  fil or repairs especially radio, government's public service henseleaderBillKingnoted, I
mill...,;'-~.'.'~Z.;'~'=~" Drivers license preferred superannuation fund to buy hewers, that Bonustt  said 
saw f,~., ©~p~, . . . . . .  " an additional block ei or- during the 19'/5 election I 
Registered Nurse - Clinic - Maneger-Suprv. - Stereo dinary shares of the British campaign that a Social 
$5.50 hour. Terrace. On call Dept. DOE. Permanent fu21 Columbia Telephone Co. Credit government would ) 
on ly - fo r  relief and for time. Must have retail sai!Js Beunett old reporters that sell tbe B.C. Teishareeand h S CARPET : 
emergencies. To assist in experience knowledgable if the docision imd bean up to use the money for sodal 
clinic, about stereo .equipment. him, he wouldn't have made secvices. - -  :~ la~pml : rdesd;apes  in ) 
. . . . .  Musthavegood the purchase. Bennett said today there is ~ | " Indoor.Outdoor ' , 
Computer uperagor - ~ - He said ff he was running a big difference between the 
. . . . . . .  management sldlis, the pension fundhe probahly government buying stock ~ M Shags ,  Loops ,  Twist ,  Carload Freezer J ~IZOQ me. uu,,:. Terrace. 
Permanent fulltime. Must Babysitter- $7-10 day DOE. would not deal with eommcu and the government's ~ A Sculpture(= S,=le o ca. ft. =v9. I [  
be experienced on IBM Terrace. Care of l new baby. stock, but would prefer more pension fund buying stock. ,~- 
System 32- Must be IBM No other duties. Provide secure investments. Ankedffthetmerelywasa ~ T ~: ;co ; ;h  Guarded I1: : : i  ~i :~"  I 
trained. Operate 3741 own transport. 2 letters of WoifesaidinVancouveron distinction without a dif- i E *{~'~' " - r -e t in -  w co. It. s3ss • 
Keypunch. reference. Wednesday that the fund terence, Bennett said his _Q ~"  ~.,u p 9 i e~. ro&¢~ 123cu. ft. S~9 
picked up 200,391 ordinary government has no intention i v L r- l ,e an ion  j Factory Servicell 
~ shares under a,Tune 9 rtghts of getting into the in- ~ - -  ~ included 1~ 
offering to B.C. Tel vestment field and, indeed, m ^*= - -  : ' : : ~ ~  ~ l  
shareholders. The total has moved to divest itself of l l t  ~ce ~ ' 'e J -  ~ r  l r~ m Tougher for youths heldnumberby theOfB.C.governmontTel 8bar.now I~P.¢ll~ acqub'nd by the ! ' F J~  HO~e ~.~ FRE E " I 
Wlm'~dl •~ ~ ~ DEL IVERY is 1.2 million, i t  
to get welfare now ,he rags , ,  authorized by cabinet, WaG i When quality matters. ~ ~  TERRACE & f f  
made on a recommendation " 
VICTORIA (CP) -- ,,My feeling is that youths by the pension fund in- / = s u r e r  ~ .Sheere.LinedOrepea BoxZO. Smithers . ' ~ ~ ' ]  AREA 
Human Resources Minister who are living away from vestment committee "to ~ ~  
Bill Vander Zalm's decision home and on welfare will be eshence investments in B.C. ,~\ 
to make it tougher for 16 to forced back to their homes Tel already held by the 
18-year-olds te obtain where they (paremts) will superannuation fund." . 
welfare met with mixed have some sort of control," WOLFE'S DECISION 
reaction Thursday. Gregory said. Harry Turner, deputy 
He said there will be the 
odd youth who might urn to commissioner of the Victoria police chief Jack Gregory welcomed the 
decision, saying it will force theft to maintain his in- 
more teenagers to move dopenaonce once welfare is 
back home, where they will cut, but the majority will 
come under tighter parental return to their families. 
control. . "I really think that fordng 
Hugh Miller, spokesman thembaektotheirhemosisa 
for the British Columbia *good move," h e said. 
Association of Social 
Workers, said, however, the 
decision will have little ef- 
fect because it doesn't really 
constitute much of change in 
policy. 
MLA Rosemary Brown 
(NDP--Vancouver- 
Burrard), 
her partyrs human resottrees 
critic, said Wednesday she is 
opposed to the move because 
Vander Zalm was acting in a 
highly arbitrary manner, 
when all decisions should be 
based solely on need. 
Vander Zalm said that 
giving social assistance to 
teen-agers only eneouragss 
them to leave home when 
they are involved in family 
disputes. 
EXPLAINS DECISION 
He said, however, that if a 
young person has become 
destitute after leaving a 
home with irrevocable 
domestic problems, or after 
a period of independent 
employment, he could still 
be eligible for benefits. 
But except for emergency 
cases, regional human re- 
sources officers now must 
seek approval for Victoria to 
dispense welfare money to 
youths 16 to 18. 
Miller said that, generally, 
this has been the policy of the 
ministry for a long time. 
He said that, in the past, 
social assistance has been 
given to youths only in the 
most extreme of cir- 
cumstancsa. 
"Franky, I think it's just a 
case of the minister making 
it appear he is being very 
hardnosed when there really 
isn't any change in policy," 
Miller said. 
FEW INVOLVED 
Vender Zaim said W~l- 
ocsday that only about 100 
under-18s were colleetin6 
welfare when he introduced 
the change in poliey about a 
month ago and most of these 
have returned to their 
parents or found jobs. 
Gregory said most youths 
receiving welfare were 
living in fiats and second and 
third rate hotels, and many 
have come to the attention of 
police because of possible 
criminal activity. 
superannuation branch, nsld 
today, however, that the 
power to make decisions on 
such inveatmonts rests with 
solely with Wolfe. 
Wolf e said the purchase 
was made because "it was NEAREST THING TO A L IFET IME*  ENGINE I I I 
(Reduces the frictional wear-and-tear that causes you to "trade in" every few year=). 
District of Terrace Library Addition" will 
be received at the office of the Municipal 
Administrator up to 4:00 p.m. (P.S.T.) July 
14th, 1978. 
Contract documents may be examined at 
the Prince George Construction 
Association, Prince Rupert Construction 
Association, Terrace-Kitimat Construction 
Association, Amalgamated Construction 
Association in Vancouver, and the Bulkley 
Valley.Lakes District Construction 
Association. 
Contract documents may be obtained at the 
District of Terrace Administration Officer 
No. 5 - 331S Eby Street, Terrace, B.C. on or 
after June 23, 1978, upon deposit of $25.00 
which is refundable on return of the 
documents in good condition within one 
month from the date of tender opening. 
All tenders must be accompanied by a Bid 
Deposit Bond or Certified Cheque endorsed 
to the District of Terrace for ten percent (10 
percent) of the amount of the Bid, which 
will be forfeited if the party tendering fails 
to enter into the contract when requested 
within thirty (30) days. The successful 
bidder will be required to exchange this for 
a fifty percent ($0 percent) Performance 
Bond at signing of contract. 
A complete list of sub.trades shall ac- 
company tenders. The District reserves the 
right to reiect any sub.trades as submiffed 
and accept the next lowest sub.trade price. 
The lowest or any tender wil l  not 
necessarily be accepted, but all bidders wil l  
be natified within 30 days after the close of 
tender of the results of this tendering. 
JUNE 23, 1978 
E.R. HALLSOR, ADMINISTRATOR 
DISTRICTOF TERRACE 
No. 5 .  3215 Eby Street 
TERRACE, B.C. VSG 2X6 
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Tellff COATIHG! 
WHAT IS TAft?  
TMT is a superconcentrated liquid for- 
mulahon incorporahng Du Pont TEFLON', 
the same chemical compound that went to 
the Moon in the lunar vehicle engines When 
TMT is added to an engine crankcase• this 
key ingredient instantly goes to work agamst 
the No. One Cause of poor gas mileage, 
• sluggish performance, high operating tern. 
peratures, and mechanical breakdown: fr#c. 
lionel drag. 
But unless you're a chemical engineer, 
right nowyou're more interested*n what TMT 
does than how it does it. So here !t is. in a 
nutshell: 
TMT IS FAST! There's nothmg complicated 
about usmg TMT-a  12-year-old kid could do 
it in less than 60 seconds .. and not even get 
his hands dirty! 
TMT IS PERMANENT! It's an enEma treat- 
ment. not an oil treatment. Just one stogie 
application is all it takes to permanently pro- 
tect your enEma, for as long as you own your 
car! 
TMT IS SAFE! We've put our money where 
our mouth Is on ihls • . with a $1.000,000 
Product Liability Policy issued by a nationally 
famous insurance company r
TMT IS EFFECTIVE! Effective for any car, 
truck, or other veh ic le -whether  it's this 
year's model or one•that's 15 years old ~ Pro- 
tects and preserves new engines 'tightens 
up" and reluvenates old ones~ 
TMT IS GUARANTEED ~ Every TMT Treat- 
sent sold carries wdh d the strongest, most 
rron-clad Guarantee we could think of r -  
e GUARANTEED: Better gas mileage 
more redes from every tankful or 
money back m fulP 
• GUARANTEED Lessod burnmg long- 
er permds before "toppmg off" . or 
money back rn fulP 
• GUARANTEED: Smoother englneperfor- 
mance .. less stalhng and rough ~dhng 
or money back rn fulP 
• GUARANTEED- Increased horsepower 
and higher compression more zip and 
accelerahon or money back rn full' 
• GUARANTEED Longer eng,ne hfe 
fewer repair b,lls (especml]y for cosily 
rmg and piston lobs) or money back In 
full' 
• GUARANTEED All these ,mportant. 
money-sav*ng benehts no matter how 
long you own your vehmle or money 
back in full r 
In view ot the many poss=ble sawngs and 
benefits c,ted above, what do you suppose 
any vehicle owner or operator would gladly 
pay for a one-brae, permanent treatment of 
TMT? $50 O0 "1 $10000") MORE'~ 
Welt. listen to th,s The estabhshed rated 
~ r,ce of TMT iS only $14 95' That's right, only 14 95-a  troy investment hat could'poss,bly 
pay dself back dozens o ~ hmes over .n say- 
rags on gas. od. and repair bdls Fanfastrc 
• Re| U S. Pat Office for 
Ou Pcnt's fluorcarbon resins, 
FACT The coat o f  owning and operat ing any vehic le- -car ,  bus, truck, you 
name it - -has gone sffalghf through Ihe ceiling! The cost  of gasol ine and o11? UPI 
The payments demanded by skilled (and not-so-ski l led) mechanics? UP! The 
prlcetage on new cars end trucks? UPI n's posit ively s ickening- -and It's go ing to get 
worse before it gets any  better! 
ED ALMOUiST WORLD FAMOUS AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEER REPORTS ON T.M.T. TEFLON TAUTMENT. 
"The act ve Chemical ingredient in "T.M,T." has "And once "T.M,T," has been added to an an. 
a special affinity for metal which causes it to pine-positive result= can be seen through the 
"plate" and adhere to all,exposed fr!ction .sur. experienced and trained eyes of even the most 
faces Pc ymers attroct more polymers to s micro sk ed of mechanics, They will notice o decided 
thieknmss which means a "controlled" build.up ncrease o compression readlnss-which Indl. 
. . . . . . .  r occurs around worn surfaces which accounts re cates that piston and ring seal have improved, 
the numerous user-reports o~ reduced "blow.by", An ncrease in idle r,p,m, s will also be detect. 
increased compression readings, and reduced oil able due to the reduced fr cries after a few 
consumPtioM ' hundred miles of "T.M.T." "praline'. 
"And in order to effect a permanent treatment, ,,CONCLUSION: Not only is "LM,T." easy to use 
you simply add "T.M.r," to the crankcase oil (it shou d take 30:seconds at the most for addlnl 
throueh the oil filler note (so,easy-that even a permanent reatment)-but its results can be 
a child con do i t ) -  preferably after the engine seen even under the careful scrutiny of any 
has reached norms operating temperature. The mechanlcl The benefits that can be expected with 
engine should then be run for a minimum of "T.M.T." in the ensine-are os follows: in. 
th rtr minutes n order to make sure that all creased Gas Mileage.-Increased Horsepower-Less 
friction surfaces are "plated", Only eiaht ounces 011 Consumption - Less Wear On internal Ports - 
are required for the overage passenger car or Reduced Emissions-Lower Operating Tempera. 
small truck chaise, turns - Easier Cold. Weather Starts!" 
New that you've heard frem the espert. ,, listen te the raves el erdlna~ driven, 
THE RESULTS PEOPLE HAVE GOTTEN ARE SO SENSATIONAL, WE CAN'T PAINT THEM, THAT'S 
WHY WE'VE "BLEEPED" THEM OUT OF THESE ACTUAL CUSTOMER LETTERS. , ,  
(Once you've put T,M,T. to your vehicle, you'll be filling In the figures yourself). 
Motorcycle Racer 
gets more power! 
'*As an enRineering student and 
racer, I was interested in ~hat 
T.M-T would do In a tenth mile 
speed tebt. 
A series of runs from a standing 
start showed that our E.T, (Elapsed 
Time) was reduced by XX o second 
after T.M.T was added to the fuel 
mix in my 125 c,c. Kawesski Me. 
torcross racing motorcyce, 
AS a student of ensineerlng this 
proved that'T.M.T reduced friction 
end ,ncreaeed power." 
K.B. - Racer 
"Bad Deal"becomes wrong. Of course he probably 
"Good Deal" with "T,M.T." won't admit it until he uses the 
TMT in his car that I'm giving him 
"I've tried 8as savers, pills, new as a present," -- R.W, 
filters, engine treatments, etc, My Auto Mechanic 
friend told me about a product 
that his father had just tested for recommends"T.M.T"! 
his fleet of trucks and i'm sure "1 am an Auto Mechanic end i 
you guessed it was T,MT,' drive a '67 Caddy~ and it was uS. 
My mileage has gone from XX to ing a lot o! gas in the city and ' 
an unbelievably astounding XX, My on the highways, I was gettln D |4 
father who is o car mechanic mi as to the gallon, but now, since 
told me it's Impossible, but I've I've been uslnK"T,M.T' I pick up 
kept exact records on m9 last four XX gallons in me city-end XX p l .  
tankfuls and have proven the old ions on theehighway, so I know 
saying that even faucets can be you people have a good product and / will recommend it." 
Mr. C.T.B. 
) F ILL  OUT AND MAIL  NO-R ISK  COUPON- -TODAYt  
ONLY TWO TO A CUSTOMER. CUE TO OVERWHELMING DEMAND. (FIRST COME. FIRST SERVE}, 
Enclosed is I-1 cheque or r-] money order 
I-I one at $14.95 [ ]  two at $26.95 
~Jame: 
Address: 
CIW: Prey.: P.C, 
FOREST LAWN DISTRIBUTORS 
P.O, Box 550, Station J, CalgarY, Alberta. T2A 4X8 
HEWT 'PLATES DISTRIGT OF TERRAOE ,,.,,,o,,;.., .M.T. HOT  "THE IHSIDE8 OF YOUR EHGINE 
Libra. Addition WITH A 50.000 MiLE PROTECTIVE Du Plat 
Sealed Tenders marked "Tender for the 
LAURIE MALLETT .  Publisher ERNIE  SENIOR-  Editor DONNA VALLIERS - Reporter 
IT'S 0 U R BIR TH DA Y! 
The Terrace-Kit/mat Daily Herald is celebrating its 70th anniversary this week. 
We first started out as the Omen/ca Herald,in .July, 1908, published by Devoin & Coyle in Hazelton with 
branches in Telkwa , the Bulkley Valley and Port Essington. 
ELREEN TOOVEY - k, roauc .on  :~Tan 
Since then over the years we've moved to Terrace, become part of the Sterling Publications chain of 
newspapers, become a daily paper in May 1, 1977 and most recently, expanded out our news and 
circulation coverage to Kit/mat. 
! 
We, the staff at The Herald, would like to say "Thanks" to all our readers for helping 
to make our birthday a happY, one. ..:~,, 
DAVE HAMILTON - Production Staff 
BEN SEABOuRNE.  Pressmah 
YEARS 
t 
. .  [ 
ALVIN STEWART,  Press Apprentice 
,dD 
i 
PAT ZEL INSK I .  Kitimat Circulation 
GWYNETH MONTGOMERY - Production 
]- 
f 
SANDY ALEXANDER • Office Manager 
JOYCE FISH • Terrace Circulation 
) 
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EDITORIAL 
Back in 1939 - about 39 years ago, Britain was 
desperately examining hundreds of thousands of 
young men for induction into the armed forces. 
Medical authorities were shocked to find a high 
percentage of potential recruits could not meet 
minimum health standards because of bad 
nutrition. 
In an equally desperate ffort to remedy the 
situation, in the midst of the War, Britain in- 
troduced compulsory hot school lunches with 
fruit and milk at a minimum charge; free to 
those unable to pay even the minimum. The 
results were astounding. 
My uncle, who was a headmaster of a small 
village school in Norfolk (Aldberough) - a 
veritable "Mr. Chips" - in 1941 proudly showed 
me around the school cafeteria and pointed to 
before and after weight and physical condition 
records and charts. 
School learning performance also jumped, 
absenteeism from colds and other sickness 
declined - no words he could find appeared 
sufficient o prove the value of the school lunch 
program, even though everyone in Britain, it 
seems, had expressed at the outset, that common 
Anglo-Saxon phrase- "It'll never work." It DID. 
OTTAWA OFFB|AT 
Diggingout the 
Ottawa, - What on earth is Conservative MP 
Robert Howie going to do for fun if Joe Clark 
ever takes the Tories to the power and the glory. 
If the Honorable Member for New Brunswick's 
riding of Yerk-Sudbury makes it he'll have to put 
his sense of humor into the parliamentary deep- 
freeze, inactivate his talent for making political 
mischief, and generally simmer down. 
Members of the Cabinet - and J. Robert is not 
exactly an outsider among candidates Joe Clark 
will be looking at for his ministry - traditionally 
are expected to take a very serious, if not 
altogether dull, view of things. 
Nothing like power to cool out a fellow's feeling 
for the ridickle-dockle. 
Even as a Conservative backbencher - sup- 
posing he does miss the brass ring of ministerial 
imwer on any future cabinet merry-go-round Joe 
Clark may run - J. Robert will be expected'to be 
seen but seldom heard. 
Just like any government backbencher. 
And Howie! 
But meanwhile, still in Oposition, getting his 
kicks by making fun of thE Liberals is more than 
fair political ball. 
The Liberals and their vast bui'eaueratic 
establishment take themselves so very seriously 
it only adds to the enjoyment for J. Robert when 
hE has them squirming on one of his skewers. 
This time he has been peking around, the 
government's well-loaded booze-and-buffet 
dEpartment. 
: He~s been asking about all thosv cocktail 
parties, three - martini luncheons and spare-no- 
expense dinners that the federal honehos throw 
at public exl~nse. 
The government would like you to believe it 
does its entertaining strictly in the interest of 
business. 
"The Liberal party's business," suspects J. 
Robert, "if not always the nation's." 
So, he demanded, getting down to the "how 
much" if not the detailed "why" of all the par- 
tying, who was spending what? 
Parliament has now recessed for the summer, 
and is not scheduled to reconvene until mid- 
October. 
I look forward to using these next three months 
travelling throughout Skeena and visiting our 
area's many communities - psrti~ularly those 
more isolated ones that my duties in Ottawa 
prevent me from getting to as often as I would 
wish. 
The parliamentary recess does not mean, 
though, that my House of Commons office will 
not continue to be atyour service. Both my 
Ottawa office and my constituency office in 
Terrace will remain open on their regular basis, 
and my staff is there to assist you in any dif- 
ficulties you may have in dealing with the 
federal bureaucracy. 
One area of the federal bureaucracy which has 
just moved closer, and in more direct contact, 
with the people it is to serve is the Unem- 
ployment Insurance Commission. Starting on 
July 4, all Unemployment Insurance Claims in 
Prince Rupert, the Queen Charlottes, and other 
villages on the north coast will be processed 
through the new U.I.C. office in Prince Rupert. 
This office is being operated in coordination with 
the existing Canada Employment Centre in that 
city. 
Formerly U.I.C. claimants from Prince 
Rupert and the coastal villages had their files 
handled by the Prince George U.I.C. office, and 
Queen Charlotte Island claims were dealt with 
by Vancouver. The new Prince Rupert office 
should be able to give faster and more respon- 
sive service both to U.I.C. claimants and to 
employers, as it will also be handling their 
records of employment as well. 
A Look At Community Kitchens 
Thirty-one years after the war - in 1976, I flew 
back to the U.K. - the first time I had been back 
since I was there in Canadian uniform. My uncle 
was dead and buried. His son bad followed in his 
footsteps, and had just retired. 
I managed to hunt up a village school, nearby, 
that I had attended betwEen the ages of six and 9. 
Introducing myself to the headmaster - a dead 
ringer of my uncle, whom he had known - 
proudly I was shown around.my old school - 
which was close to a century and a half in age. 
My Dickensian-looking and acting guide fiung 
open doors, with a flourish to show off the school 
library, the audio-visual "resource and com- 
munication centre." 
With additional panache he demonstrated the 
lengths education had come with graphic sl id~ 
and other media prosentation of human 
reproduction from the first kiss to the first sound 
of a newborn baby's cry, "Now, you wouldn't see 
that, in Canada -would you!" he exclaimed, over 
and over. We agreed. 
"And now - for my piece de resistance," he 
bellowed, in typically bad Churchillian French 
as he burst open the swinging doors to the next 
school area. "Bchuld! MY cafeteria and lunch 
room!" 
There, before us, several hundred children 
were quietly engaged, at individual "family" 
tables, with student "mothers" and "fathers" at 
each table, obviously enjoying a dietetically 
correct and scrumptious looking menu which, 
we were shown, offered a good variety of meats, 
vegetables, deserts - and milk. 
Now. Back to Canada. Back to Terrace and 
Kitimat. Comparisons can be odious. H I think 
things are done better over there - why not pack 
up and leave. Canada can manage to get along 
without me. (No, no- that's not the point!) 
But what IS the point is that an emergency 
experiment during wartime Britain, in com- 
munal feeding - is still being earried on, almost 
forty years later, and lauded a great success. 
When I order my breakfast at a local 
restaurant - two eggs, toast, juice and coffee, 
maybe a strip of haeen -which, quick arithmetic 
tells me should not cost at the most over 65 cents 
- then have to fork over $4.00 for it (not including 
the tip) the ~mmon sense e~ communal 
restaurants, such as that school in Dies, I saw, 
two years ago, and that other, in Aldborough, in 
1941 seem obvious. (I forget what the cost per 
meal averaged - but it was ridiculaously small!) 
Then I think of the thousands and thousands of 
individual kitcheasin homes in Terrace and 
KitJmat - each kitchen plugging in an electric 
kettle, a toaster, and turning on a hotplate - just 
to feed from one to five or six people. Then I 
think of that other alternative, for those who are 
forced to eat out.- where it costs an arm and a 
leg, if they have to do so on a full-time basis - so 
many are forced to eat unbalanced meals or go 
without. 
This makes me wonder. Why cannot Some 
intelligent group get together and operate a 
communal type "kitchen" which will serve good, 
tasty meals NOT at a dollar an egg - but at a 
reasonable markup. Then, old age pensioners, 
invalids, school kids, and the "average" citizen 
would be able to enjoy a better life, with 
balanced nutrition.., think of all those individual 
sinks each turning on hot water taps and wasting 
detergent when onv communal kitchen would 
serve hundreds! Think of the energy - the hydro 
that would be saved. 
Think, also, in these times of high unem- 
ployment- how many jobs would be created and, 
from a humanitarian standpoint, it could be 
easily arranged that nobody - no matter how 
destitute - would ever need to go hungry! 
by Richard Jaokson 
Bigtime Spenders 
He addressed his ,questions even months ago 
to each of the departments: "What amount was 
spent for socializing?" 
Simple question, what? 
Nothing complicated. 
Should be a cinch to answer. 
But the business of government is serious 
business and ordinarily is not supposed to lend 
itself to the lighter things of life like knocking 
them beck at the bar and bellying up to the 
buffet. 
So, understandably, the departments were 
slow, if not reluctant to answer. 
But three, biting the bullet, bravely spoke up - 
even if it took from November to June. 
First was the dauntless department of Ex- 
ternal Affairs, an elitist establishment hat 
.operates its own ballrooms, banquet halls and 
DaIs 
They left with $2,426,940.10 worth of 
hospitality, most of it served to diplomatic 
colleagues abroad. 
What did they do with that od d dime? Who 
knows? 
Next line was Industry Trade and Commerce 
with ~,~-,S56 even, 75 percent of it lavished 
overseas. 
Third was Manpower and Immigration at 
~32,401.73, again most of it spent in "foreign 
service," as the department put i t . .  
The totals are for a pe.riod of 23 montl~. 
Bob Howie calls it his "war on the Mad Hatters 
of Ottawa," and reports: 
"The returns for the annual eating and 
drinking contest are not all in, but the trend is 
apparent, the bureaucratic boffins prefer the 
THE 
OTHER 
SIDE 
VICTORIA --  Chris 
D'Arcy, the New Democrat 
MLA for Rosalsad-Trail, has 
proposed B.C. Hydro pay the 
full equivalent of property 
taxes on all inotallatims 
including the' Columbia 
River Treaty dams and 
W.A.C. Bennett dam en the 
Peace River. 
The grants in lieu of taxes 
would net school boards, 
municipal councils and 
regional districts and the 
provincial government some 
$25 million in annual 
property taxes, D'Arcy said 
today as he introduced into 
the Legislature a private 
members bill which would 
require the publlcly-owned 
utility to pay the grants. 
D'Arcy said the bill 
"would be the most of- 
fective, immediate action 
that the government could 
take to respond to the rapidly 
increasing cost of schools 
and local government which 
the average homeowners are 
being asked to bear". 
The bill calls for full grants 
in lieu of taxes on all dams, 
power houses, generating 
machinery, substations, 
transmission lines, repair 
facilities; office buildingt 
and "any and all other lands, 
machinery or structures 
owned or leased by the 
Hydro Authority". 
The bill also would permit 
the government to give 
rebates to Hydro gas and 
its decentralization plan- most of the taxpayers' 
dollars for entertainment are being spent in 
Faraway Places - almost as if they hope it w' ill 
escape our notice." 
"They can run but they cannot hide." 
Not while J. Robert Howie is peeking. 
heavy action overseas." clectricityconsumersfrmna 
"The government has to be really serious about fu,d which wonld be 
"equivalent o ~ ~rcmt  of 
the Federal and Provincial 
lona Campagnolo 
, The establishment of this new Prince Rupert 
office is the final stage of decentralizing U.I.C. 
operatiom in northwestern B.C. Last fall ad- 
ministration of claims from Kitimat, Hazelton, 
Smithers and Houston was transferred from 
Prince George to Terrace. 
FEED GRAIN ASSISTANCE 
I met recently with my cabinet colleague 
Agriculture Minister Eugene Whelan to discuss 
problems affecting our area's cattle ranchers, 
and he has assured me that the Bulkey- Nechako 
region is eligible for help under two new 
programs designed to assist in construction of 
feed grain storage facilities. 
The two programs, valued at $15,000,000, will 
provide financial assistance to elevator 
operators constructing new inland feed grain 
elevator falllties or expanding existing feed 
grain storage capacity. For further information 
on those programs please contact me care of the 
House of Commous, Ottawa, Ontario, (KIA OX2) 
No postage is required. 
/ 
Y 
Power Corporation Income 
Tax that would be paid if the 
Hydro Authority were 
privately-owned", it would 
also permit similar rebates 
Lo customers of Weat 
Keatenay Power and Light 
Company and Inland 
Natural Gas Company. 
D'Arcy said the rebates 
would amount o $12 mlllien 
in 1978. 
"Hydro's failure to pay a 
penny of property tax m 
Columbia River Treaty 
projects is a direct $10 
million annual subsidy to 
Treaty deficit," D'Arey said. 
"However, this subsidy is 
not spread equally around 
the province bet is carried 
entirely by residents of the 
Kneteaays. A more blatant 
case ofroglonaf 
discrimination is hard to 
imagine. When the govern- 
ment paid lens than its fair 
share of property taxes, at 
least the IS mill limitation 
was applied everywhere. 
Not so with Hydro. On some 
property it pays full taxes, 
on others school tax ealy, 
and on its mightiest projects, 
none at all." 
He said the new Transit 
Act has just given Hydro "a 
million annual Sift, in" 
dexed for inflation in the 
future. Private power and 
natural gas distributors pay 
income tax and prep~ty tax. 
Even the government now 
pays its property taxes. So 
should Hydro. Thanks to the 
Transit Act they have the 
money." 
,L, 
"Mr. Speaker, I am neve~ Calona dry.red: "I hear yon 
going to forget your birthday guys have been wiped out." 
because itwas while I was at I mad a flip comment and he 
your birthday party in the made a flip comment and we 
Ned deBeck Lounge last both let it rest at that. But I 
Thursday, (June 15) sipping tucked it away in the back of 
at a glass of Calona dry red my mind and I wondered if 
or something, that an ira- the Echardt report is all that 
peccable source came up to secret and no one knows 
me and said, as he was what is going on - he's 
sipping from his glass of probably making it all np. 
"Of course, once the report 
came down (June 20) it 
became very clear that he 
was net making it aU up- this 
top-secret report which no 
one had seen and which was. 
not influenced by any input 
from the government. 
Rosemary Brown, M.L.A. 
Vancouver-Burrsrd 
The home o f  Agnes  Sut ton  
The ancient, half blind old woman who lives in this equally-aged cedar frame house with 
two faithful dogs and a grandson for company, still has the beet of both worlds, l .~ ing  
Gut of the southern window8 of her home she can still though dimly, see the ma~stic 
mountainous ridge of the Seven Sisters. To the North. • hundred yards from her h'ont 
door, she has the ealmun and tront filled ~eenn. Her garden which she still ttik, brings 
her an abundance of potatoes, strawberries, vegetables, rhubarb - and evun Wee b'alts. 
Friends drive hundreds of miles to vblt her. And when they are guns, and she ts by 
herself in her garden cottage, she is not alune. A thousand, thoneend memofles urround 
her, to keep her company. 
, Fire Towers .Still. Needed 
HALIFAX (CP) - -  Nova whicli was owned by the Gass said if a critical situ. " 
Scotia maintains 36 ferost- department of national atiea arises or the tower is 
fire watchtowers as part of defence. . . . . unable to confirm exactly 
i t s  fo res t -protect io r  NewBmnswic,~ mmntams where the smclke is coming 
program only two watchtowers, with from, an aircraft is sent to 
• John Gnss. suvervisor of the rest of the forests the arca. 
forest protectio'n for the patrolled by aircraft. "If the day comes when 
lands and forests depart- Gaossaldaireraftareusod manufacturers  cease  
ment, says he does not 
foresee the day when there 
will be no watchtowers in the 
province, unless it becomes 
a matter of economics. 
Gnss said in an interview 
the only tower closed in the 
province was one at Albro 
Lake. near Dartmouth, 
Several churches in 
Terrace are sponsoring a 
special  "Sing-A-Long" 
pregram at Furlong Bay, 
LakelseLake on Sunday July 
Sat7  p.m. 
Local musicians and 
ministers will be featured in 
leading the song time as well 
as presenting "specials". 
Fosters and flyers will be 
distributed along the beach 
and camping areas to invite 
these enjoying the warm 
weather. Folks from 
Terrace and Kitimat are 
invited to come and join in 
the joyous celebration. 
In case of inclement 
weather, everyone will be 
invited indoors to the 
Alliance Church, 4923 Agar 
Ave., Terrace for a similar 
service. 
The participating chur- 
ches are hoping this will be a, 
unique way to share the 
goodness of God together in 
the meat out-of-doors, 
only in remote sections ef 
Nova Scotia, such as in the 
Cape Bretun Highlands. 
"Becaase of the high popu- 
iaUon in the province, we 
mwt have more than the 
one-er twohour patrols that 
aircraft provide," he said. 
Nova Scotia has one patrol 
aircraft, two Beaver water 
bombers which can he used 
for patrol and an additional 
water bomber, leased from 
Newfoundland, 
making the towers or the 
people manning the towers 
demand a wage scale that 
makes it economically 
difficult to maintain, then we 
will have to look to other 
mcom of protecting the for- 
eats." 
Gass said the towers are 
only manned during the 
summer months and if it is a 
particularly wet season the 
men ere put to work on other 
jobs. 
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Mariners slip 
past Oakland 
SEATTLE (AP) --  Tom 
Paciorek's two-rus single in 
the seventh inning-lifted 
Seattle Mariners to a 3-2 
victory over Oakland A's in 
an American League 
baseball game Thursday 
night as Paul Mitchell and 
Enrique Rome collaborates 
on a four-hitter. 
The Mariners trailed 2-1 
entering the seventh, but 
then loaded the ~ases with 
two outs. Oakland starter 
John Johnson was replaced 
by Elias Soea at this point 
and Paciorek's ingle drove 
in Bruce Bechto and Larry 
Milbourne to give the 
Mariners a 3-2 lead. 
Mitchell Page's RBI single 
in the third Inning had gives 
the A'a a 14) lead. They 
extended it to 2-0 in the fifth 
on an RBI single by Joe 
Wallis. 
Mllbourne's double in the 
bottom of the fifth cut the 
Mariner deficit o 2-1. 
Mitchell, 5-8, went sores 
innings before being 
replaced by Rome, who got 
ei.gh~ save. Jo .~u~on l.oet 
first game against me 
Mariners and hm record 
dropped to 5-5. 
AMERICAN LEAGUE 
Thursday's Results California 9 Kansas City 2 
New York 7 Texas 2 
Toronto ~. Baltimore O Boston 7 Chicago 6 
.Detroit 8 Cleveland 4 Seattle 3 Oakland 2 
Tardiff 
NEW YORK tAP)  - -  Marc 
Tardif, a 3e-year-old left 
winger with QuShec Nor- 
cliques, was named Thur- 
sday the Most Valuable 
Player in the World Hockey 
Association. 
It was the second time 
• Tardif has won the Gordie 
Howe Trophy in the last 
three years. Only Bobby 
Hull, who captured the 
award in 1973 and 1975, has 
been a dual recipient. 
Tardif broke the league 
record for most points in one 
season, scoring 65 goals and 
adding 89 assists for a total 
ef 154 points. 
The WHA also announced 
that Bill Dineen of Houston 
As,as had won Coach of the 
Year honors for the second 
year in a row. He guided a 
rebuilt Houston team, 
playing without Gordie Howe 
and his two sons, to a third- 
place finish. He has more 
wins than any other coach in 
the WHA with a record of 
280-170-19. 
MVP 
Swedishbom player, Anders 
Hedherg having won it in 
1975. 
Lars.Erik Sjoberg of 
Winnipeg Jets was named 
the outstanding defonsenmn, 
AI Smith of New England 
Whalers was chasm the top 
goaltendor and Dave Keen, 
also of New England, 
received the award as the 
WHA's most gentlemanly 
player. 
Bobby Guindon, a little- 
known Jets forward, was 
voted the playoff Most 
Valuable Player. The live- 
foot-nine, 160-pound Guladm 
seared eight goals and added 
five assists in Winnipeg's 
march to the title. 
Named to the WHA All- 
Star teem were goalteeder 
Smith, New England; 
defencmen Sjoberg, Win- 
nlpng, and AI Hamilton, 
Edmonton Oilers; centre UH 
Nilsson, Winnipeg; left wing 
Tardif, Quebec, and right 
wing Hedherg, Winnipeg. 
The second team consisted 
of goaltonder Ernie Wakely, 
Terrace to lose Baseball Reds 
Terrace will lose its only men's baseball team when 
the Terrace Reds fold because of lack of interest on 
the part of the players, according to team manager 
Dave Hamilton. 
"There's no interest," Hamilton said, "none of the 
hall players are coming out." 
The team is down to five players turning out to 
twice-wtekly practices, he said, and the team can't 
continue with this kind of participation. 
A member of the Bulkley Valley Baseball League, 
the Reds were formed five years ago by Red 
L'Estrange, who managed the team until this season. 
Hami l ton and Colin Chasteauneuf took over 
management of the team in May this year. 
The Reds also lost five players at the beginning of 
the season to fasthall teams "which didn't help," 
Hamilton said. 
Since then co-manager Chasteauneuf has left town 
to return to the University of Victoria and Hamilton 
has become sole manager. 
The Reds is made up of young players, most of them 
under 20, and the team manager said he would have 
expected the younger players to show more en- 
thusuasim, but this hasn't been the case. 
So far the team has played six season games and 
seven tournament games. 
"I thought after we came second in one tournament 
and third in another we'd get more interest," he said, 
"but obviously not.'! 
in other years .thee.Reds have had difficulty at the 
end of the seasons With player turnout, but have 
always had enough players to fill the team. This 
season, the lack of players has plagued the team from 
the very beginning. 
" I t 's  adamn shame," he said, "because it's going to 
be difficult to get a team going again." 
Borg-Conners match up as Swede 
goes for third successive win 
LONDON (Reuter) --  Top . few remaining ambitions-to 67 minutes and having ¢stab- 
seeds BJom Borg of Sweden become the first man in over lished a lead, became a 
and American Jimmy 
Cormors overwhelmed their 
semi-final opponents at 
Wimbleden Thursday to set 
up a repeat of the 1977 men's 
final. 
Borg, 22, who won last 
year's howdown in five sets, 
calmly disposed of unseeded 
Dutchman Tom Okker 6.4, 6- 
4, 6-4 whil~ Connors 
bludgeoned his way past 
compatriot Vires Gerulaitls, 
the third seed, winning 9-7, 6- 
2, 6-I. 
The final on Saturday will 
mean much more to both 
men than the winner's prize 
of $35,500. 
For Borg the final is an op- 
pc,lenity to realize one of his 
40 years to win Wimbleden 
for a third successive year. 
For Conners it is a chance to 
satisfy his fierce pride, 
having lost two Wimbledon 
finals in the last three years 
after being champion i  1974. 
WAS IRRESISTIBLE 
Judged on Thursday's 
matches, the 25.year-old 
Conners may have the edge 
in Saturday's final. He was 
in irresistible form against 
Gemlaitis, summing up his 
performance in a post.match 
interview hen he said: "l 
did everything I should have 
denc--I never let up in the 
whole match." 
• The first set was the key to 
the contest. Conners won it in 
MK Bay Marina 
Fishing Report 
Kent Niisson of Winnipeg Houston; defeecemee Rick 
Jets, a 2o-year-nld centre Lay, New England, and ny Don Pears'on, Custom early Coho make for some 
from Sweden, was named Barry L.on.g:. Winnipeg; Sports verb;active fishing. 
no~ki~ nr th~ V~r  for centre KODDIe r'corex, Low tideoeeurred at 1:15 The last large Springs 
~'~,n'~.i"n~ 4  a-~l~-n-nd e~ Cincinnati Stingers; left p.m. at T.4 feet and high tlde were from the mouth ofFoch 
~int'~' rn'~ 1~"~'-tm~'ts l-t wing Hull, Winnipeg, and was 13.7 feet at 7:20 p.m. Lagoon and as. these were 
. . . . . . . . . . .  _ , right wing Reel Clontier, Fishing on Douglas spawners ana in goou 
marked the second time this Channel on Wednesday July numbers, possibly some 
award has gone to a Quebec. 6j was very good although effort couldbe rewardingly 
mere was a strong wind all s~nt in this area. 
afternoon. Large Springs were atso 6 team league Some fish came in from reporfi~dfromthe.But~ate • ;~ "- • , • ",:; ~ ~ Sue Channel ~and Oilttoywes area, with this'region acing 
+" .... "m . ' ' " , Inlet.  ' ' ' • " the recipient of some good 
~;~+ :~ The smallfeeders we have Spring rivers, again ",his for Howe been catching all Spring are could stand some dfort with now from 2 to 10 pounds in a hope of success, around the 
size and these, mlxed with But£~lale r gion. 
Al l  the  .... 
here. 
We're 
Listed 
Here! 
Test drive a Honda today at 
l i  TERRACE HONDA SALES 
4842 HWy. 16 West 
Terrace, B.C. VSG 1LS 
635.6571 or 63S-4325 
]E-IO]LM]DJ~. Dealer Licence Number 02066A 
newyorlt )cp) - It may be time, John Bassett, the 
like old times for Oordie Bulls' trustee, pledged his 
Howe, at age 50, playing in a escrow moneys for 1978-79. 
six.teem hockey league. Now, Bansett has been 
unable to convene his board Howe played 25 years in 
the National Hockey League, of directors to determine the 
which during most of that support he can expect for 
period was a six-team next season, Baldwin said. 
league. ' With Houston and Bit. 
Howe and New England mingham out, the WHA 
Whalers again con ldbe  would have three Canadian 
'operating in a six-team clubs. Winnipeg Jets, Ed- 
league this fall - the World monton Oilers and Quebec 
Hockey Association. Nordiques - and three 
"If this really becomes a American teams - New 
six-teem league, it will be England, Cincimmti Singers 
like old times for me," said and  lndiananpolis Racers. 
Howe. Baldwin also announced 
"When there are so few the WHA will hold an inter- 
teams, rivalries build up and league draft starting at 1:30 
I think the fans enjoy it a bit .  p.m. EDT today. Each team 
more because they get to be will be allowedto protect 4 
familiar with the players on players, including two 
all six teams." goalies. 
The prohabllity of the six- TheWHApreeldenteaid ha 
year-old WHA f.unctio~ng in could not say what wm 
1978-79 with only six teams hap~n to Houston's players 
seemed likely in the light o[ pending further talks with 
developments Wednesnay a Schnitzer before the draft. 
the WHA's board of trustees The WHA will not conduct 
meeting, an amateur draft this year 
Howard Baldwin, WHA "but will continue to make 
president, said: "I received an impact on junior 
a telephone report from the sismin~s." Baldwin said. 
Houston trustee, Kennett ~la"wln was unable to 
Schuitzer, on the current convince all of his memhera 
situation of Houston. The that hey should refrain from 
board of trustees has decided signing underage junior 
to take appropriate action players. Indianapolis owner 
based on Mr. Schnitzer's Nelson Sealhania recently 
report He will be given full signed 17.year-old WaY0e 
notice of the beard's Grstzky from the Ontario 
decision.' ,, Hockey Association Major 
Baldwin then said: It Junior League. Last season, 
seems unlikely Houston will 19-year-old Ken Lioseman 
opiate in .1978-79. . became the WHA's rookie of 
Birmingham Bulls area the year with Birmingham 
seem unable to put their after forcing his way into the 
financial house in order at league via a court order. 
this point, and have been ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
given until July 12 to ~ , , , ,  
establish definite plans for 
1978-79 season. 
th~he Bulls have been 
released from a financial 
committment made a month 
ago when merger talks 
began with the NHL. At that 
-MUBE[IM iIAS BIRTHDAY ~.  
CHICAGO (AP) -- The 
Chicago Museumnof Science 
and Industry is celebrating 
its 45th birthday this year. 
The museum, which was 
founded by philantropis~ ;:.: t '~ 
Julius Rosenwald, occupies :;.'.i 
the reconstructed Palace of 
Fine Arts from the 1893 
World's" Columbian Ex. 
position and draws about 
four million visitors a year, 
NOTIOE 
ruthless dictator. He served 
only one double fault during 
the two-hour match, hit some 
ground strokes that had the 
centre court crowd gasping 
with admiration and 
volleyed with murderous 
finality. 
Conners won the first two 
games, but Gerulaitis 
weathered this early-blast 
and broke Conners in the 
sixth game to'level at 3-3. 
For a while it seemed that 
Guerlaitis might make a 
fight of it, but he needed to 
find a flaw in Conners game 
and as it became in- 
croasingly apparent here 
was none, so his resistance 
faded. 
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McCammon 
to Flyers 
PHILADELPHIA tAP) - 
Bob McCammon, who 
coached Maine Mariners to 
an American Hockey League 
championship in the team's 
first year, was appointed 
today as new head coach.of 
Philadelphia Flyers of me 
Nationa[Hockey League, the 
Associated Pross loamed. 
The Flyers scheduled a
news conference at 11:30 
a.m. to make the an- 
neuncement. 
MeCammon succeeds 
Fred Shero, who resigned in 
May after the Flyers were 
eliminated from the Stanley 
Cup plsyoff semi.finals by 
Boston Bruins. 
McCammon is a tough 
disciplinarian, the type of 
reach both Flyers owner Ed 
Snide, and general manager 
Keith Allen believe is needed 
to lead the Flyers to another 
NHL champiomhip. _. 
Sbero coached the v']yers 
seven years and won two 
cups, handing in ms 
resignation because he said 
he could no longer motivate 
the l?hiindelvhls team. 
McCammon, 37, played 
forward and defence II 
years for Port Huron Flags 
and then coached Port tmron 
for four snasom. 
The Mariners defeated 
the" New Haven 
Nighthawks in a five-game 
final. 
 o+t+o<Jet. Borg acknowledged la.ter 
that Connors was m 
little different when I play 
Jimmy--he's the guy for me 
to beat," he added. 
OKKER OFF FORM 
Borg's match against 
Ckker was something of an 
anti-climax with the Dut- 
chman failing to reproduce 
unexpected progress  
through the early rounds. 
The final word was with / 
Borg. "The match on 
Saturday is the mest ira. % " ~ ~  \ \~1 0 (
portant of my life. I want to \ \  • 
in a row more than anything 
and I'd be playing here even 
for one dollar" 
Tough protection 
for the stepped-on 
Protection Plus for 1 
old and new wood or 
concrete sundecks, 
patios and porches, 
stairs and walkways .  
e) 
Due to the ext remely  dry weather and the 
resultant high f ire hazard, the landfi l l  site 
wi l l  be open from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m. only unti l  
further  notice. 
District of Terrace 
;w Business' 
Not listed in our 
B.O. Tel Directory. 
WATER LILY BAY RESORT - 798.2267 
TERRACE VETERINARY MEDICA'L CENTRE . 635.3300 
BOYDS BODY SHOP • 635.9410 
GEMINI EXCAVATING - 435-3479 
Free - for ONE month courtesy of THE 
DAILY HERALD 
If you wish your Business Phone 
listed for your customers please call 
Rejuvenate that old cracked ities bond it to most surfaces 
peeling sundeck, patio or and its unique elastic and 
porchl Keep a new one from breolhing properties greatly 
growing okl! II's u snap with reduce the ¢isk of cracking, 
Protection Plus. peeling and blistering. 
"Prolection Plus" is o re. Available in a choice of al- 
l volutionary cooling product reactive relents at your local 
for use wherever you need a building supply dealer or 
non-slip, weather ,esistant paint store. 
surface that's tough enough 
to resisl the heaviest wear 
and tear. . _ae 
"P,a,ect,on ,:',u++" ,,  s+p,e  ,o protecuon 
• f l  + use -- just brush it o, roll ,I o . I 
Oeo. up win, ware,. DIUS 
Oulslonding adhesive qual- l 
AVAILABLE FROM: 
AI & Mac Budding Supplies 
and 
635-6357 
Terrace Building Supplies 
WILLIS Civil & Structural 
CUNLIFFE Engineering 
Community 
TAIT Development 
& COMPANY Environmental 
LTD. Engineering 
ANNOUNOEMENT 
i mill ' 
Willis, Cunlifle, Tait & Company Ltd. proudly an- 
nounces the~pening of their environmental laboratory 
in Prince George. The firm has served northern B.C. 
for over twenty years and presently has engineering 
offices in the area, in Terrace, Prince George, Quesnel 
and Fort St. John. With the new laboratory, additional, 
convenient services will be available to our clients. 
The laboratory will undertake virtually all types of 
water and air pollution monitoring and analysis, 
potable water analysis and many other forms of 
chemical and biological testing, in addition to the 
components normally found in such a laboratory, 
blosssay facilities will now be available to those in the 
area requiring toxicity testing. 
The laboratory is located at 157S Fifth Avenue, Prince 
George, and loins our two other laboratories, in Vh:* 
toria and Hew Westminster, in offering analytical and 
environmental services to a broad range of clients. 
We look forward to meeting new and existing clients at 
our new fscilityT;'nd would welcome the opportunity to 
discuss our services at any time. 
L WILLIS, CUNLIFFE, 
TAIT & COMPANY LTD. 
1515 Fifth Avenue 
Prince George 
Telephone 56242 ! 1 
Telex WCTCON ENG 041.8850 
There 's  more  exc i t ing th ings  to see and  do 
in Edmonton  this  summer  than  ever  
before.  
COMMONWEALTH GAMES 
August 3 to 12 
Ten days of breath-taking competition among 
athletes from 50 Commonwealth nations around the 
world will culminate with two exciting events 
takingplace inthe st'reetsofEdmonton and the 
city'sbeautiful river valley! 
The Marathon Run --Aug. 11 
This 42 kilometer (26.4 mile) event will feature 
runners from around the Commonwealth. And you 
can watch it all on the streets of Edmonton. 
The Cycle Road Race --  Aug. 12 
A 7.8 mile course through Edmonton's beautiful 
river valley is the setting for this exciting 188 
kilometer (I 17 milel event. 
Pro.Games Canadian Track & 
Field Trials --July 15 & 16 
Witness the spectacle ofathletes performing in the 
final pro-games competition, in the brand new 
45,000 seat commonwealth stadium! 
Klondike Days --July 19 to 29 
Join in 10 fun-filled aysofGold Rush festivities. 
Parades. Street dances. Gold-panning. 
Old.fashioned melodramas. 
The Commonwealth Heritage 
Festival --July 15 to Aug. 12 
• A colourful mid-summer happening featuring the 
rich, diverse cultures of more than 40 
Commonwealth nations. Fascinating international 
food and craft displays. Thrilling entertainment 
provided by more than 40 local performing roups. 
Displays ofart. Crafts to buy. Films. Concerts. And. 
exotic music from Commonwealth countries around 
the world. 
The 14-day Folk Extravaganza 
July 31 to Aug. 12 
More than 400 dancers, i,gers and entertainers 
from Atlantic to Pacific willde~end on Edmonton 
for this unique vent. You won't want to miss any of 
the dazzling performances. 
A nd there's more! 
There's the chance to go on safari at the Alberta 
Game Farm. To step back into history at Fort  
Edmonton. To wander through glass pyramids at 
the M'uttart Conservatory and see foliage from 
around the world. To take a trip into the past at the 
Provincial Museum and Archives. To bet on the 
hor~ racing fun at Northlands Park. 
For complete information about hese and the many 
other thmgs to see and do this summer in Edmonton, 
stop in at mm ofour Visitors Bureaus when you 
ar r ive .  
Whether you come for a day', a week, a month, you'll 
find there'seven more to see and do. This summer in 
F.dmonton. 
  *Bnton   UN AND (tAMEH. ' I ' l l lS  HUMMER. f U ~  
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Elders gather *!i.: 
atKermodeCentre 
Kermode Friendship Centre held Its first 
Elders gathering on Thursday, June 29. Trail. 
sportation was provided by the centre staff. A 
light luncheon was served and everyone enjoyed 
a good visit. . 
Theae present were: 
Lila Malaon, Moses Stewart, AUce Grey 
Elizabeth Spalding, Minnie Mould, Nora 
Erickaon, and Simon Lockerby, Harriet Wright, 
Steve RO .nn~g, Jonah Gray, of Skemmview 
Lodge. 
The Elders are a very important part of the 
traditional Indian family. They provide the 
young with the knowledge of traditional Indian 
values and share with us the wisdom at their 
years, 
The elders gathering will he held on the tint 
Tlh~lay of every month. A luncheon will he 
served and transportation will be provided. 
The Miss Chiefs 2nd Annual Softball Tour- 
nsment is on July 28, 29 end 39, 1978, at the 
Riverside Ball Park. 
Dine & Dance will be held at the Terrace Arena 
on Friday, July 14, 1978. 
A raffle is also being run - 
first prize Indian Sweater 
2rid prize Crochet Swan# 
3rdprize Moccasins 
Tickets for the dance can be bought from Miss 
Chiefs and also available through Kermode 
Frimdship Centre Staff. Raffle tickets are also 
sold by Kermode Friendship Centre Staff at the 
Centre and Miss Chiefs. 
Miss Chiefs will be playing at K'San Maids 
Annual Tournament inHazelton on July 14, 1978 
weekend. We wish them Iota of luck. 
Walkathon on July 1 to the Hot Sprlap was to 
raise funds for Miss Chisfa. Those walking 
were: Pat Derrick, Jerl Derrick, Jo-Aen Peter, 
Rosemary Supernault, Jonnn McNeil, PrlaUla 
Brown, Nail Whittaker, Kovin Mould, Diane 
Brown, Murylyn Brown, Mil Stewart, Robert 
Stewart. 
KERMODE FRIENDSHIP 
CENTRES 
AIMS AND OBJECTIVES 
The Friendship Centre is 
an important aspect of many 
communities. It acts as a 
meeting place for Indians 
and nen-lndlana like. It 
provides ocial services and 
rec~atlonal ctivities. New 
friends are made-problems 
are solved. 
AIMS 
SERVICES 
The services offered by 
Friendship Centres are 
many, depmding on 
community. However, all 
fall into three basic 
catogories: i SOUNSELLINGAND 
REFERRAL 
Lonelineea, unem- 
playmeni, housing, drug and 
alcohol related p'oblems, 
education. Perasnnd at the 
Centrea re on hand to help 
Lydia Elklw, daughter el Mrs. A. Elkiw of Sparks Street 
in Terrace, has been awarded the General Proficiency 
award at the Royal Columbian Hospital School of Nursing 
in New Westminster at the graduation ceremonies on 
June ZB. Bern and raised In Terrace, Miss EUdw 
graduated &am Caledonia school in 1975 and won the B.C. 
government scholarship and Mills Memorini Hoapitai 
bureary that same year. She is presently livlag in New 
Westminster and is working In a neurosurgieal ward at 
Royal Columbian Hospital. 
i 
EVERYONE 
NEEDSTREES 
TO LEARN 
11tEELA GROWING CONCERN 
• RCMP got  inf(  f rom 1 ,600  
f i l es ,  commiss ion  to ld  
OTTAWA (CP) -- The 
RCMP was given con- 
fldontlal data from more 
than 1,600 social.insurance 
files in the last four years, 
often for unspecified rea- 
sons, a royal commission 
into RCMP wrongdoing was 
t01d Thursday. 
Thla total was four times 
that given in evidence before 
the conunisslon last month 
by Assistant Conunbsioncr 
Henry Jemen of Vancouver, 
who led the RCMP com- 
mercial~crime branch from 
1967 to 1975. 
It was slightly higher than 
that produced in June by 
commission counsel W.A. 
Kelly. 
Kelly and Jensen had been 
asked by Mr. Justice David 
C. McDonald, the com- 
mission chairman, to go into 
the fllco again and produce a
total they agreed upon. 
Kelly produced a fllzure of 
1,-620 RCMP requesto'to he 
unemployment-insurance 
commission for social- 
insurance data from 1974 to 
the present. The total for this 
year is 74 RCMP requests. 
It is based on checks by the 
RClVlP and Kelly. 
The unemployment in- 
surance commission stopped 
supplying such data to the 
Mounties on June IS because 
the law may not allow it. 
TOTAL WAS LOWER 
Jensen said last month 
that his total of 388 requests 
was lower than Kelly's 1,535 
because Kelly:s included 
unemployment insurance 
eommiss|on requests for 
RCMP investigation of 
unemployment insurance 
poym~t frauds. 
Kelly said Thursday that 
of a total of 1,549 RCMP 
requests between 1974 and 
1977, about 250 involved 
unemployment insurance 
commission investigations 
and another 16 may have. 
The Mounties .gave no 
reason for 313 of 428 requests 
made during 1977, he said. 
The Mounties maintained 
that the files were in- 
complete and the reason 
may have been given by 
telephone or in other ways 
end not filed: 
Kelly's first witness as 
hearings resumed this week 
was Yvon~ Charlebois, 
executive secretary of the 
Canadian Employment and 
Immigration Commission, a
new name given the 
unemployment insurance 
commission last year. 
Charlebois testified that 
~e unemployment in- 
surance numbering system 
hogan in the early 1940s and 
developed into the social 
imurance number system in 
the mid-1960s. 
READ INTO RECORD 
Kelly read into the record 
a 1966 question by Reynold 
Rapp, a Conservative lVlP 
from Saskatchewan, who 
asked whether social- 
insurance data was being 
given the RCMP. 
J.R. Nichoison, then labor 
minister, replied that the 
unemployment insurance 
commission "continues to 
make certain statistical 
information ... ~vailable on 
request to the RCMP and 
other police forces." 
"That's not quite accurate, 
is it?" Kelly asked. 
Charlebois said the ac- 
curacy would depend on how 
the word "statistical" was 
interpreted. 
Joseph Nuss, representing 
Solicitor-General Jean. 
Jacques Blais, objected, 
saying that Charlebois 
hedn t been with the com- 
mission in 1966. 
"We don't know where 
(the information) came from 
or who supplied it to the 
minister," Nuss said. 
U.S.-Canadian ****************************** 
cariboo plan numb:  
OTTAWA (CP) - -  to be managed as an ~ PASSES * 
Dlactmslons will be started ecological unit on both sides 
with the United states on an a the ~-yuken m~er. ** Hidden somewhere in the ** 
agreement to create a The federal government 44 
maengemont zone in Alaska has prohibited further ads in the entertahmmnt 
and the Yukon for the development of natural 44 
Porcupine. caribou herd, resoqrcesintbearea.whileit section m'e two TelTace • 
Environment Minister Len holds public discusmous on 4( 
Marchend announced today, keeping the area a wilder- ~ 4( 
The herd, at 110,000, has hess. 
been a key source of food to The ff.S. government has 
natives for hundreds of proposed an expansion of the 
years, Marchand said in a wilderness region in Alacka ~ 4( 
stat~nnent. The herd needed, along the Yukon hoondary. 4( 
• • 
In]rig 
phone numbers. 
Find them, and if one is yours yea're 
won. 
Pick up your tickets at the Herald 
office, 3212 Kalum St. 
II 
t~ 
"PROBABLY THE BEST" 
i 4736 Lak  Ave. ]1i 
desc~bed as a bridge - SOCIAL, CL~'RTRAL AND 
helping people over the gap RECREATION 
from rural to urban living. Join us in our p¢oiiram- '11 
The past several years has meg. Talk and trade ideas. 
soon a tremendous nmnber And let us hear from ~e ~. ~ ~, :,,./ ..... ~ * 
635-553f of Native people move into f~  cities. 111ereoseasare ACTION~..~_~II i [ 1 1  "-.. " varied. Some come looldng • To make a better com- JI [~ for employment, others for munity and to keep the In- : ~- 
education. Must make the dian traditions ure. [[ 
move without knowing the Can we help you? II CharBroiled Steak $3.39 
problems they may face. Friendship .k our bualnsm. , ~J 
This is where we can help. Pleasedropm.. , 11 Including: BAKED POTATO II 
~ CHO CE OF SALADS and J 
.What a 1 
Tenderioin Steak Dinner $5.49 a L 
,h~w,t~ ~ 1 ~  II' o~g%~, 624-2621 or524-3369 Steak & Shrimp Combo $439 
~L~,i ,  i~l i i~ 11  ~ ~ i ¢ ~  O / " & ORIVE' IN h '  .. . . .  W. at 6'h St. a s  
I Jm'aL  / I~ -:', , ~ ~~.___ . . _ j c=:=f f i f=~e. . . - J  Jumbo Shrimp Dinner $3.39 
• " ~ I I L ~ ~ ~  ;: .: -v, ... .~. Chopped Beef Dinner $1.79 
/n  - - ELSE  ILAK The Mikeburger $1.59  .II, ! .................................. 
:zgC ;¢ 3(' 1(" 'J(" 1 : 
OTIL  • 
I II THE PLACE FOR 
4842Hwy. 16West Terraca, B.C.VJGILI I IF wa=nnlM4 I~I=('I=PTINldK II I 
~I~ 635.6571or 63$-43,5 DealerLlCencal~0~IA I I P"R" I~; : I "E -P '~,~I~I '~ i i  . . . .  II 11 11  
~ DANCING SPACE AVAILABLE  • ***************************** li U ~.  ~l~ak.p~urean i .am 
"w • 4( Twin HECTORS ] sar is:  FORMAL_ .DINING 
4~ - - __  .~ I I  INTERNATIONAL CUIS INE  I I  J.Y..~. ~ P.. p~ ~ " Mon.lHr.Baom,-a2p,m. 
4720 LAKELSE AVE: PHONE ~..11 ~ [ II Frl-Sat-k,m,-la,m,-- 
~¢ __  " ,m ,p • [ (~po~l - -e -~ i~-B l~ l l . _e~_ inB l )  i 
~,  . ~ , . . . . . . , ~  .~ .  T,., • I1 Plmne 638 8141 Ii 
~, :~HUWLL'~ ~] o raw. =~ r } 4620 Lakelw Avenueenuo ii ~; ~ 236 CITY OTR. CLOSSDsUN. Reservatlons632.3636 
: JULY 8 i ,11 .: ., -r "" * ~ ~  
, ReturnloWJtohMountain , * ' - -  ' " * ' .... ~ ~ 
! :ULa: :'::e and 0anna. BaH ! 
dULY 12-16 ~ presents ' 
~ Brand Their Aut°*  " * FRIDAY:ii~~: OIAL ~ i  ~ HI 
Return to Wiloh Mountain , 
JULY e 
] 
Tfe Mikeburger $1.59 '~ 
"".T .. . . . .  ~7 . . . . .  ~; ....... ,7 .... ,~=i l  
i The Betsy 
JULY 0-11 
Blue Ool?r 
JULY 12 15 
i Teenage Graffiti 
' ~ t . ~ , ~  BR-9161 1 
an 16 w, 
Terraoe, II.0. 
=.  :,- ;,," , :- o¢ - -  , -  %-  
& 
DANOING 
it the Tudor u! 
WED.-SUN. 
§ a,m,-I a,m, 
146 0ily Olr. 
Reservations a   or p until $ p.m. 
632-7200 
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Briefs from aroun,]the world 
take part in annual North 
AtlanticTreaty OrganizaUon 
training exercises from 
August o October, the U,S. 
defense department said 
Wednesday. / 
MAKES LOAN 
WASHINGTON (Reuter) 
- -  The International 
Monetary Fund said Wed- 
nesday it has made a $28.1- 
million loan to Vietnam c~ 
the condition that the 
country make efforts to ira. 
prove its economy. The loan 
follows one of 138.75 million 
from the IMF last year. 
BARS CLERGYMAN 
JOHANNE~BURG 
(Reuler) - -  A New York 
clergyman, due to speak at 
next week's annual meeting 
d the South African Council 
d Churches (SACC), has 
been refused an entry visn, 
the council said Wednesday. 
The clergyman, Rev. Bob 
RECORDS DEFICIT 
' SEOUL (AFP) -- South 
Korea recorded a $74-million 
trade deficit the first six 
months of this.year due to in- 
creased imports, the finance 
ministry said Wednesday. 
Howver, it said non-trade 
revenues of $527 million, 
mostly from overseas 
construction wojects, left a 
faveurable balance of $453 
mUlion. 
ROUNDS UP REFUGEES 
KHARTOUM (Reuter) --  
Sudanese police have 
rounded up hundreds of 
Eritrean and Ethiopian 
refugees who ignored a 
government order to leave 
Khartonm during the for. 
thcoming Organization el 
African Unity meeting, 
sources said. The meeting 
begins Friday. 
WHITES ATTACK 
LONDON (Renter) - -  Two 
Bongalis were in hospital 
Thursday following an at- 
tack on non-white ira- 
youths pulled up outside a 
brewery and attacked the 
group as they left work 
Wednesday night. 
MARPLES DIES 
LONDON (AP) - -  Lord 
Marples, former Con- 
servative transport minister 
who introduced parking 
meters to Britain and em- 
powered pallas to tow away 
vehicles, died Thursday in 
Princess Grace Hospital, 
Monte Carlo, his London 
lawyer said. He was 70. 
LOSES BABY 
M HAGUE (AP) --  
Princess Christina, the 
youngest child of Queen 
Jullana and Prince Eer. 
nhard and wife of Cuban- 
horn American Jorge 
Guiilermo, has had a mis- 
carriage, the government 
announced Thursday. 
FANS LEFT OUT 
• MOSCOW (Renter) --  
Soviet police dispersed 
thousands of digruniled 
music fans who gathered in 
Leningrad this week to at- 
tend what was billed as the 
biggest Western folk.rock 
concert in Russian history, 
migrants by white youths ]n 
the east end of London. Eight- 
Bongaits were injured when 
three carloads of white 
BENDS FORCES 
WASHINGTON (Renter) 
- -  About 13,980 U,S. troops 
and48 F-4 fighter plaase will 
be sent o Western Europe to 
Manson 
 irl 
retried 
LOS ANGELES (AP) - 
l.mlie Van Houtan~a former 
• homecoming princess who 
became a murderer for 
Charles Manson, was sent 
back to Wtson after being 
convicted for a second time 
on murder-conspiracy 
charges in the 1969 Tate-La- 
Blanea killings. 
• A Jury of six women and 
six men, although admitting 
s~npathy for her, rejected 
Van Houten's dalm of 
diminished mental capacity 
and convicted her Wed- 
nesday after a four-month 
trial and 34 hours of 
deliberation during nfne 
days. 
Miss Van Houten, 28, sat 
frogen with shock ns the jury 
announced its decision at her 
third trial in nine years. 
In a hushed courtroom, 
three verdicts were read: 
guilty of first-degree murder 
in the slaying of Lena 
LaBlanca; guilty of flest- 
degree murder in the death 
of Rosemary LaBianca; 
~l~ty of conspiracy in the 
gs of actress Sharon 
Tats and four others. 
Superior Court Judge 
Gordon Ringer set Miss Van 
Honten's entencing for July 
31. He revoked the ~0,000 
bail that had permitted her 
freedom for sevm months 
and remanded her to the 
custody of the Los Angeles 
Powell, is the Africa divlaioa 
secretory of the National 
Council of Churches of 
Christ. Reasons for the 
refusal were not given.' 
Modem, 5 storey, Jh'~ c lm motor hotel. Good JocatJae - I block from 
beach. Fnglish Bay and S~mI~ Park. near downtown, shoPPing within 2 
blocks. 125 at/facflveJ~ appointed alr-cond~lJm~,d rooms, tudios, emdt,~cy 
traits and suites - each with prtvote both. color ~ and phone. Dining 
Room and Coffee Shop. L~unge with enteUMmem, Sample and Meeting 
Rooms. Drive-in lobby and bee pmldng. 
175S Davte Se~eet. VJmcoeJv~ VSO IWS Pbole 604-682 1831 collect 
Tek-" 04-51161 
County sheriff. .~-: , . .~ ~,,-. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ...~...........~.~...........~...~..;...;.;.;~;°..;....~.;.;.;.;.~.~;.~;.~...;.;.~...~.~.~.;.~:.~:;:..;.;:;:;:::::.:..;:.:.:~:.:..::::.:..:::..::....::.::.::.:.:~ 
:i~i~iiiiii~i!~i~iii!!~:iiii!!~i~!iiiii!~!::.ii~i!ii~.i~i~i~!~i~!~!~i~ii~!~ii~iii!i.i:~:.::!:i:i:~i.i!:i:~:~:~:~:i.:::.::::.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :: : : ' : "  ~ '~ ' : :  
ATTEND 
* ) THE 
OHUROH 
ZION 
BAPTIST 
OHUROH 
OF 
YOUR 
OHO|OE 
THIS 
SUNDAY 
uPLANDS ' 
,.BAPTIST ..,, ...... 
OHURCH " 
OHRlST 
LUTHERAN 
OHUROH 
Cor. Sparks St. 
& Park Ave. 
Rev. Rolf Nosterud 
635-5682 
~Aorning Service lh00a.m. 
Church School 9:45 a.m. 
Sunday School, Con- 
firmation 
Youth'and Adult Classes 
"q~NlliU~' 
SACRED 
HEART 
PARISH 
030 Straume Ave. Terrace 
Phone 635.2312 
Sunday Masses 
8:15 a.m. 
10:15 a.m. . 
11:30 a m. 
7:30 p.m, 
MENNONITE 
BRETHREN 
CHURCH 
3406 Eby Street 635-301S 
Pastor Dwayne Barkman 
10:00 a.m. Sunday School 
11:00 a.m. Family Worship 
ervice 
OHUROH 
4726 Lazelle Ave. 
635-9019 
Sunday Services: 
9:30 a.m. Informal Service 
Church School & Adult 
Discussion 
11:00 a,m. Holy Com- 
munion for the family 
iL~i nlg~torg: 
OHRISTIAN 
REFORMED 
OHUROH 
Sparks St. & 
Strsume Ave, 
Rev. S. Van Daatsn ' 
Sunday School - Terrace 
8,111. 
Sunday School • Remo 1:00 
p.m. 
Th00a.m, Worship Service 
I S:00 p.m, Worship Service, 
11:00 a.m. Family worgntp 
iServlce 
1:30 p.m. Evangllefl¢ 
S~lvatlon Moating, 
Tues. Night 
h30 p.m. Bible Study & 
Prayer Meeting 
Wednesday 
h30 p,m. Ladles Home 
League Fellowship 
Saturday 
t: 30 p.m. Youth Group 
Christian Counselling 
Emergency Welfare 
Spiritual Resources 
635-5446 or 63S.2626 
)astor Bob Lesyk, 635-4328 
Corner of Halllwell 
and N. Thomas 
9:45 am Bible Teaching 
Sunday School 
lh00 a.m Morning Worship 
Service 
7:30 p.m. Singing and Bible 
Study 
Weds. 8:00 Home Bible 
Studies 
"You are Welcome al 
Jplands" 
I II 
KNOX 
UNITED 
OHUROH 
Cor. Sparks & Keith 
Pastor Paul Mohninger. 
Office 435.2407 
Home 635.5309, 
Sunday School 9:45 a.m. 
Morning Worship 11:0~ 
a.m. 
OHUROH 
OF 
GOD 
3341 River Drive 
Terrace, B.C., 
4907 Lazelle Ave. 638.1561 
Minister Rev. Rev. R.L. White 
Dave Martyn Sunday School 10:00 a.m, 
Rev. R.L. White 
Morning Worship 11:00 
Sunday School a.m. 
Senior 12 & up 10:00 a.m Evening Worship 7:30 p.m. 
Under 12 - 11:00 a.m. Prayer Service Wed. 7:30 
:Worship Service 11:00 a.m. p.m. 
I I  
-N 
/i 
diplomatic sources aid. But 
the planned cqncert at the 
historic Winter Palace, 
featuring singer Joan Baez, 
the Beach Boys and Santana, 
had been postponed without 
the public being informed, 
they said. 
TO USE SYMBOLS 
WASHINGTON (AF) --  
Starting with 1981 models, all 
passenger vehicles will have 
international symbols on 
control knobs and in- 
strumont panel displays, the 
U.S. department;0f, tran- 
sportation said Thursday. 
a p,, 
q ,,a 
nm slst l j l a  IirAu m tM Wldd "~' 
It's time to call your 
Welcome Wagon hostess. 
Lynn Hickmin - 638-8427 
Lois Mohninger - 635.5309 
,iii~i~i ] 
Sa; i i=-  Ted 
L 
Armst rong  
sPEAKS 
Now. the provocative programs 
of Garner Ted Armdtrong come i 
to your radio listening area, One 
of the wodd's most dynamic 
commentators, Gamer Ted Arm- 
strong will hold your attention as 
never before as he tells the plain 
frpth about cdme. divorce, pover- 
ty, loneliness, war and dozens of 
other pertinent opics and IXob- 
lems that face everyone of us to- 
day. Tune in -  these exciting, 
stimulating, hail-hour ixograms 
will be broadcast five days a 
week on this station. 
11:30 RM. MONDAY TO FRIDAY 
BUSINESS DIREOTORY 
SERVICE E LTD. 
OANAVENTURE 
REROURY thesis) YAMAHA 
(outboard DOLMAR 
motors) (chain saws) :;. .. 
Hours: Men. - Sat...t 639 7417 
Dealer Llcence 636-6929 " 4946 6rein Number 02013A 
Most Anything - Most Anytime For 
CONTRACTORS-INDUSTRY-INDIVIDUALS: r ~ )~ 
.... ~ T , Hours: Mon. .  Sat. 0.6 • "~" 
4946 Greig Avenue 
Phone 635.7417 
Terrace Electronic Repairs Ud. 
SERVING TERRACE & KITIIdAT 
, @. , .~ SERVICE ON ALL 
MAKES OF T.V.'s 
Warrenty Depot for 
te  ~ ' -  Zenith, Phillips, Hitachi, 
Sylvania 
MeN. - SAT. 8 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
4908 Graham 635-4543 
KITCHEN CABINETS • VANIT IES  • INSTALLAT ION 
• MOULDED COUNTERTOPS • 
I L.WOOO 
BRAD RBESg , i  ~ j~p 
AREA .A,,GZ. J~ .  ABINETS 
859 • 5"rH AVENUE i "~m 
PRINCE GEORGE. B,C .  V2L .  3K5 (NORTHERN) LTD, 
BUS.  564 .1480 
RES. 562.2281 FREE ESTIMATES 
30Ton Truck - Hydraulic Cranes -20 Ton R.T. 
BOB NIESH. 624-6283 Prince Rupert 
SKEENA ORANE 
SERVlOES LTD, 
TERRACE 638-1555 
TERRACE ANSWERING BUREAU 
638-8195 
ANSWERING, 
PAGING, 
MONITORING OR 
PHOTOCOPYING 
SERVICES 
24 HOUR SERVICE  
4503.D Park Avenue, Terrace, P ~. VSG 1V$ 
SUZUKI Motorcycles and 
accessories in stock NOW! 
Terrace Equipment Sales Ltd. 
4441 Lakelse 635.638,', 
Dealer No. 01249A SLxZUKI GOES THE DISTANCE! 
i 
F JH  , i "" 
]Ready-MLx 6364936 
OONORETE 4434 LAKELSE AVE,  
. TERRACE,  B.C. 
0US~OM 00NORETE PROD. 
Saitd, Gravel, Drain Rock, 
.. i i 
CHARTER: J 
DEEP SEA SAILBOAT 
Coastal Cruising, Diving, 
Full Equipped 
Learn to Water Ski at 
Lakelse Lake. g Reasonable Rates 
Boats for Sale 
MEI~MAID YACHT SALES & CHARTERS 
Phone 798.2267 
at Waterbily ky  Resort 
ydk)u.4~.ml F i re  ~ i o n  and 
y~t .¢ l~ ~r~lF J ;  Sys l~ 
PRIVATE INV~STIGAtOR 
4635LAZELLE AVENUE 
TERRACE, 6,C, 
VSG3N5 
PHONE (604} 635.3863 
OR (604) 635.3861 
0al l  us at 635-6357 9 to § 
g.:.:.:°:.:....::..:::..::::.f...:~:.:*:~:*:.:.:.:~...:.:...:*......°:.:..~:.:*:.:~:~...:.:.:*`...*.....*...*....~..~.~..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
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COORDINATING FABRICS such as bedspreads and curtams i a popular way to unify bedroom scheme;fabric can 
even go on walls to carry through overall pattern theme. 
® 
, t * : * : *  
.~::i::: 
$i:i:i 
i! THIS WEEKS FEATURE HOME IS ONE YOU'VE PROBABLY 
ii!ii!! ADMIRED FOR YEARS. Now it is listed for sale with WIGHTMAN 
i~i!i!i~ & SMITH REALTY. Nicely situated at Walsh and Eby on over half 
iiiiiiii an acre of beautifully treed and landscaped grounds. Four 
ii::~i~!~ bedrooms, two full baths, brick fireplace, double carport, detached 
ii!i!i!i storage building, natural gas furnace with electronic air filter are 
ii~i~i lust a few of the many features. This residence is priced in '~he low 
iiiii!i! 70 s. Call today to 635-6361, Wightman & Smith Realty for an ap- 
!i~i:::ii pointment fo view. 
L ISTED WITH 
WIGHTMAN & SMITH REALTY  LTD.  
BImmliumlmmIlmiiImiilaIImillmmmlmlllmllllmmmi 
[ ]  
[] 
[] 
[] 
[] 
[] 
[] 
[] 
[] 
[] 
[] 
m 
[ ]  LAKELSE LAKE RESIDENCES RESIDENTIAL PROPERTIES • []  
• Beam Station Road 1.48 acres, 2 bedrooms, []  []  
[ ]  large living room with heatilator fireplace, 3945 Simpson St. 3 bedroom mobile home, • []  • modern kitchen and bathroom. Large 
[] mchine shed, workshop, power plant some furniture and appliances with oil []  
[ ]  building. Shared wharf. Appliances in. heat, with 10x50 large cedar finished ad. []  
[]  cluded. Asking $50,000. MLS 2956. dltlon family room 4th bedroom and wood [] 
[]  stove• Greenhouse, wood shed, a nice : 
[] [] 96' Frontageon lake, 3 bedrooms, spaclous package all for only $20,500. MLS 2695. [] 
[] living room with bar and fireplace, []  
[]  basement with extra rooms, modern 2571 Clarke Dr. 3 bedroom double wide [] 
[] residence, 1175 sq. ff. landscaped, extras Safeway Diplomat on a basement 1200 sq. []  
• Include patio, new power plant, water ft. nicely kept, forced air furnace, rec : 
[]  • pressure system, double carport, some room, entrance boot room, plus double : 
[] furniture included. Asking $60,000. Open garage heated, large lot with 200' on 
[] to offers. MLS 2917. Clarke Dr. Good buy at $32,D00. MLS 3006. [] [] 
• LAND [] 3760 Muller St. reduced to $31,500. 2 • m 
[] 132acresof raw land on highway 16, about bedroom duplex units, drilled well, new [] 
• 35 m,es east, fronfs on Skeena River also, septic tank, well kept, carpeted floors, [] [] 
[] ample birch, two creeks. Asking $45,000. ranges and fridges, MI.S 3D01. [] 
[] [] 
[] Two 33' residential '- nn Lazelle Ave. Kalum Lake Road. 3.1acres, 716' frontage, : 
[] Overlooks Lakelse ~,~. h0O0 each. 2 bedroom modern home well Insulated, : 
[] newly redecorated, new plumbing, plus 
[] 127'x100' serviced trailer lot on Hagen St. one bedroom mobile home with large Joey [] 
[] Power pole, septic tank, driveway and shack also clean, subdivision potential, i 
[] water main. $7,500. Good value at $40,000. Open to offers. : 
[] A.B. Le Page Limited Coast i Coast Real Estate Service 
• H 
. . . .  , ~v~ v~v l  - ............ Hacry Smi th :  . ~'35-'t826:" 
" : "  4611 LAKELSE AVE. ..... " .635 .4031 " 
" ~ ' ' " ~ . . . .  r . "' ' -  '~HelenC; bert~on , '" , . : '  L. 63;:3609 
TERRACE;.B C, : -Bob .~ p~eester ,  ::i:,,/ ..... " " 1: -' 
i ASK US ABOUT OUR OTHER L IST INGSOF MOBILE  HOME LOTS - 
I 
m AND RES IDENTIAL  PROPERT IES .  [] 
5uinnnmm n[]mnnumm[]mmmnnunnnnmmnnmnnmmumnumunmnuunumnmu- 
• : , 
i :"FITCH .: ENEF"~C~;Y 
,:;::IVIC3NII C2) 
: • 
recommend at ions, ,  f rom • 
American Drew, a manu- 
facturer of fine furniture • 
known for its interest in • 
helping the consumer, will 
help you keep your pieces • 
in the best light: • 
1.  High Gloss Finishes: • 
Spray or liquid waxes are 
most often used on these, • 
but paste wax can provide • 
longer.lasting protection for 
furniture that gets heavy • 
wear. 
2. Low Gloss and Satin • 
Finishes: You should choose • 
a low luster polish or clean• 
ing wax without silicones, 
3. Oil Finishes. After re- 
Canada wide • 
Referral service • 
• Want a small farm with a 
• place for horses and other How about this revenue 
Mortgage advice • farm animals. How about property. I bedroom side 
• a nice 5 acre parcel in by side duplex close to 
Woodland Park already centre of town. Stove and 
d developed for such put. frldge Ir, cluded for each 
a~l ,  • poses and complete with unit. Very low vacancy 
very comfortable 3 rate. • Lot in developing 
• bedroom full basement commercial area. Listed 
• Assistance • home. Available for ira. at $22,000 and owner open 
• . . • mediate occupancy, to offers. 
moving any wax with OWe are hero to help yea Professienally O 
mineral spirits, you should 
apply a coat of boiled • l Tq Us! -0, 
linseed oil and rub • ust 
thoroughly. When most is • • 
absorbed, wipe clean. 
4. Painted Finishes. Use a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 '  
cleaning or dusting wax for 
the shine you prefer. 
Furniture, like people, 
meets with occasional acci- 
dents that require first aid, 
TREAT SCRATCHES with 
all the care you'd lavish on a 
cut finger or scraped knee. 
Here's how to treat the 
following injuries: 
• Burns. You should not 
try to repair a severe burn, 
but you can remove the 
charred material of a minor 
one with a sharp knife or 
razor blade. Next, you 
should swab it with naphtha 
and smooth with fine steel 
wool wrapped around the 
tip of an orange stick, Then, 
fill the dent with a lac stick 
in a color to match the 
finish. 
• Cand le  Wax. This 
material can be hardened 
with an ice cube wrapped in 
a plastic bag and then scrap- 
ed up gently with a plastic 
spatula. Mineral spirits or 
naphtha will remove the 
residue. Then apply polish. 
• Dents, A minor dent 
will disappear when you 
heat s mQ~tened blotter 
(woolen cloth or felt) 
placed over the area with 
the tip of a warm iron, 
Repeat if necessary and 
rewax, 
• Nail Polish. (1) Rub 
mineral or camphorated oil 
into the stain and wipe 
immediately with a clean 
cloth. Repeat if necessary, 
(2) If this fails, apply paste 
wax with fine steel wool, 
rubbing with the grain• 
• Pa in t ,  Water-based 
paint can be removed with a 
water-dampened cloth, and r oil-based~, ' with fine steel 
wool dipped in paste wax, 
unless it )has dried. In that 
case, the l area should be 
treated ,~th boiled linseed 
oil. ReliShing paint can be 
removed with a paste of 
pumice powder and mineral 
oil. 
_---~_'~ . 
There are said to be two 
million comets in the solar 
system. 
An unbelievable bargalnl Executive home on Gair 
Qver 2200 sq. ft. on the Avenue. Features three 
main floor, including a 370 bedrooms, family room 
sq. fh master bedroom andadenguestroom. Split 
with a Roman bath. A .  level (design sundeck off 
. . . . . .  dining area and fully convenient kitchen area 
with family room and 
dining area adjacent 
compliments this spacious 
home. Located on Clark 
Avenue in Thornhill and 
asking S58,000. Call Kelly 
and lois talk offers. 
Close to schools, downtown 
and recreation, this three 
bedroom, two fireplace 
home is a must on your 
viewing list. Asking 
fenced lot. Asking $72,500. 
Call Kelly today and lets 
talk homes. 
Well kept family home on 
Queensway. 1248 sq. ft. 
has 4 bedrooms, ensufte 
plumbing and wall to wall 
carpeting. Double garage 
2O'x2B'. Asking $38,900. 
Call Horst or Christel to 
view tiffs interesting 
properly. 
Attractive three bedroom 
family baleen large lot in 
choice location, close t(~ all 
schools and downtown 
shopping. I~eatUres 2 
f i rep laces ,  ensui te  
plumbing, large rec room 
and 2 e~tra bedrooms in 
fin!she d basement. Nicely 
landscaped. Asking 
$$f,000. Call Christel or 
Horst for more in- 
formation. 
3 bedroom bungalow 
located on Clark Street on 
%acre Int. Close to schools 
and shopping. Big garden 
with flowers, shrubs and 
trees. A suitable home for 
A master bedroom large 
enough to accomodafe your 
suite adjoining ensuife 
facilities and featuring 
patio doors direct onto a 
sundeck. Many other 
extras make this 3 
bedroom family home 
unique end an excellent 
buy. Listedat 565,000. Call 
Frank for an appointment. 
,. ,%/~,i~ 
A comfortable starter 
home for the young. 
Recently redecorated 1 
bedroom house with 
electric heat; fireplace. 
Big fenced yard. Located 
within walking distance to 
; . .~ , .~ '  a young family. Asking centre of town. Why pay 
$49,900. Call Kelly (or a full rundown. -~1~_ $30,000. Call Horst or renlwhen you can own Ibis 
~- '--./:m.__7 ~- - :~  ~"::~ Christel for more in- properly for only $19,500. 
formation. Call Horst or Christel for II; ~ = 
I weii kept 3 bedroom;;'fu/I basement home. Features 2 fireplaces, bull,.in dish- 
ver 1200 sq. ft. Lovely 3 washer. Nicely land- 
edroom home on Straume scaped, located on bench ~edroom bungalow ~ree bedroom home on 
,v'e. Close to schools, lust blocks away from Thornhill on large lot, Agar Avenue. Asking 
cross from new tennis school. Asking $59,900. including fenced corral and $26,~00. Half acre lot, 
ourt. Large landscaped Call Christel or Horst to horsebarn. Asking $32,000. paved street, all municipal 
ard. Call Frank. view this property. Call Christel or Horst. services. Call Frank. 
AFTER OFFICE HOURS 
HORST GODLINSK I  - 635-5397 
FRANK SK IDMORE - 635-5691 
KELLY  SQUIRES - 635-7616 
CHRIsTEL  GODLINSKI  - 635-5397 
I I 
. . . .  , 
/Care And Frirst Aid For Furnilure Finishes . . . . . . . . . .  =-  . . . . . . . . . . .  ' • .~: . . . .  
When you give your fu - . " I "=== fill I l lm ~ - I CLEANING WAX can keep niture proper care, it will t====.=~l j~-~ .<, 1 > "r . . . . . . . .  COST OF ELECTRICITY IN USE is shown ,n cents per Ilour witl~ tiers, dev,¢~ TM 
look better, feel better and ~ l  ~ "  ~- - / /~  satin tlnlsnes ~llOWln 9. tl, eF,tcl, Energyr, lon,tor, t~lon,tormeasu,ess,rengthotflo,'.o'eloct,c,tY ,"~'.: 
have a longer life--just as we ~ ~-/~/~.,,'~"~ , /  I For a booklet of additional instantly ¢onve~ts it to the amount of energy be,ng used at that stolen: 
do when we take proper 'l;--'--<"P'J~'l~'v= ~'XC- _l suggestions on the care of 
care of ourselves. I~'~T-~y"'IJ] I ._ ~ ~'\~y...~ your  f ine furniture, send 
• .. t ' \ |~  .f~'~J'~_.~.~  10 cents to" Di rector  of 
"~k ~0~-~--J/Jl[l~P'/'/~ ~  ~ Consumer Affairs, American 
FS" Fill  .'llll Drew, Xne., r.O. Box 489A, 
I ~ /~1"  '" ~ "_,-4 I lift Y/'/.,'~[III 'UI ~ ~ "1 North  Wi lkesboro,  N.C. 
eeeeeeee®eeeeeeeeee 
faces and ma ntains shines. ~ \ \_l\ \ n , ,n , . . .  ~ ~  
These suggestions for • ~ ~ .  LTD.  ~ ~  I 
routine maintenance can • -~. J~~______  ~,~ ~1~: /~ • 
keep your furniture looking ~ Jl_l_l~@4~ JB~e~t  ~ ~!i:~ I ~-"7'." 
its best for years to come: ~ g~'dr - 'V i J 'db  ~ i ~ /  !~ dk 
• You should dust at ~ . ~ .,'.~ q~ .~',~, 
least twice a week, wiping • m ~ l ~ ~  • 
with the grain. Old diapers, ;= ~ 6 IBeautlfully developed acre I i m - - i n i i - - - u  
Iwlth large garden, fruit I Nicely secluded mobile 
terry towels, cotton knit- ~ DAVE SERRY 
wear and cheesecloth make • 632.4426 • ]trees, small fruit etc. [ home on large rural lot. 
excellent dust cloths. ~ • ILarge chicken pen with I Mobile is 3 bedroom 12x65' 
be~utWa~, ' a~?nt:oa/t~°r ~ OFFIC[ALBLOCKBROS.ASSOCiATEDEALERS Icoop. Very comfortable 3 i with all appliances in. 
Y g P g • KITIMAT ~ Ibedroom home. Interior I cluded water supply from 
your furniture, should be ~ I Iwell kept and updated. I spring. Lot nicely treed. 
applied once a month to ~ / l l~, f=~,~.~,~,al  s w IExterlor newly refinished I Sundeck on mobile. Agooc 
areas that are used often. • .,,-j[j~jue~ ¢1~,o ~.  ~1 Ilnsidlng. Afine buyforthe J buy on quiet street. Askin! 
Seldom used surfaces need • - -  i Ihome gardener. J $19,000. 
wax only two or three times ~ __ 
a year .  ~ m  emer=t I I  I  eat that summer heat. Head for ,ake*se Lake and 
Waxes should be selected ~ ~"  ~"  " 'a  - - - - - , - -~  ~ e I your own water front property. We have listings for 
according to the amount ~11 A I recreational cabins drop in and ask about the 
I possibllitles at getting away from the crowds. 
? e e°f $ Lot sales - development ; • 
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The Herald reserves the 
right to classify ads under 
appropriate heedipgs and to 
set rates therefore and to 
determine page location. 
The Herald reserves the 
right to revise, edit, clqsslfy 
or reject any advertisement 
and to retaln any answers 
directed to the Herald Box 
Reply Service, andto repay 
the customer the sum paid 
for the advertisement and 
box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" 
Instructions not picked up 
within 10 days of expiry of an 
advertisement wil l  be 
destroyed unless mailing 
Instructions are received. 
l;,~se answering Box 
Numbers are requested not 
to send Originals of 
documents to avoid loss. 
All claims of errors in 
advertisements must be 
received by the publisher 
within 30 days after the first 
I~ubllcatlon. 
It Is agreed by the ad. 
vertlser requesting space 
that the liability of the 
Herald In the event of failure 
to publish" an advertisement 
or In the event of an error 
appearing In the ad- 
vertisement as published 
shall be l imited to the 
amount paid by the ad- 
vertiser for only one In- 
corred insertion for the 
portion of the advertising 
space occupied by the In- 
osrrect or omlfled Item only, 
and that there shall be no 
liability to any event greater 
titan the amount pald for 
such advertising. 
Advert isements must 
comply with the British 
Columbia Human Rights Act 
which pro.hlblts any ad. 
verttslng that discriminates 
against any person because 
of his race, religion, sex, 
color, nationality, ancestry 
• or place of origin, or because 
his age Is between 44 and 65 
years, unless the condition Is 
Justified by a bona fide 
requirement for the work 
Involved, 
Publ ished at  Ter race  
B.C. 5 days a week  
Mon..Frl. mornings 
PUBL ISHER 
Laur le  Ma l le t t  
SUBSCRIPT ION 
RATES 
Effective October 1, 
1977 
Single Copy 20c 
By Car r ie r  mth  3.00 
By Car r ie r  year  36.00 
By Ma i l  3 ruth 12.00 
By Ma i l  6 ruth 22.00 
By Ma i l  year  40.00 
Senior C i t i zen year 
20.00 
British Commonwealth and 
United States of  America 1 
year 51.00, 
Box 399, Terrace, 6.C. 
VSG 2M9 
Telephone: 
112.604.635-6357 
HOME DELIVERY 
Terraoe-Kiflmat & Distrld 
Thornhill & District 
Phone 635.6357 
A very Interesting lefler was 
received at the District of 
Terrace "Parks & Recreation 
Offloe this week. 
It was wriflen by Konrad 
Zlnsmaler, or West Germany 
who, along with 2 othe r 
students are very Interested 
In coming to B.C. this sum. 
mer during August and 
September. 
Their plans include a canoe 
trip down the Stlklne River 
beginning at Tuaton Lake in 
the Splatslzl Wilderness 
Park. 
If anybody In this area has 
made this pertlcular trip or 
knows the Stlklne River area 
well, please pass your In. 
formation on to the 
Reeraatlon Office at 638.1174. 
All information gathered 
will be sent to these students 
In West Germany to help 
make their proposed trip as 
safe and enioyable as 
possible. 
Th*! firs t cam u • p ter, created in 
1827, (,on,piled and printed 
lagm'ithm tables from 1 to 
108,000. 
CLASS IF IED RATES 
LOCAL ONLY: ' 
20 words or less $2.00 per 
.nsertion, over 20 words 5 
cents per word. 
3 or more consecutive In- 
sertions $1.G0 per Insertion. 
REFUNDS: 
First Insertion charged for 
whether run or not. 
Absolutely no refunds after 
ad has been set. 
CORRECTIONS: 
Must be made before 2nd 
insertion. 
Allowance can be made for 
only one incorrect ad. 
BOX NUMBERS: 
75 cents pick up. 
S1.25 mailed. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 
Rates available upon 
request. 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED 
RATE: 
22 cents per agate line. 
Minimum charge 95.00 per 
Insertion. 
LEGAL. POLITICAL AND 
TRANSIENT AD- 
VERTISING: 
$3.60 per column inch. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
$4.00 per fine per month. 
On a 4 month basis only. 
COMING EVENTS AND 
NOTICES: 
No charge for Terrace, 
Klftmat and Thornhlll areas. 
Otherwise $3.00 per In- 
sertion. 
WEDDING DESCRIP- 
TIONS: 
No charge for write-up. $5.00 
charge for picture 
reproduction. Prepaid. 
CLASS IF IED AI~I- 
NOUNCEMENTS: 
B i r th ,  Engagements ,  
MarriageS, Memorials, 
Cards of Thanks, Letters of 
Appreciation- not excoedln9 
10 lines $5.00 per Insertion; ~ 
Each additional line $.50 
daily. 
DEATH AND FUNERAL 
NOTICES: $6.00 for first 10 
lines and $.50 each additional 
line daily. 
DEADL INE 
DISPLAY: 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to 
publication day. 
CLASSIFIED: 
3-00p.ma. day prior to 
publication day. 
Service charge of ~.00 an eli 
N.S.F. chequee. 
PHONE 635.6357 
Classified Advertising Dept. 
The Catholic Womens 
League (C.W.L.) will hold 
the Fall Bazaar on October 
,28, the last Saturday In 
October, at Veritas Hall. 
August 26...Rummage Sale 
et Elks Hall from !gill 2 p.m. 
Sept. 13...First meeting of 
Fall session. Presidents 
Visit. 
November 4...Elks Hall Fall 
Bazaar. 
Mills Memorial Hospital 
Auxiliary Thlrflt shop Is 
• having a "V= price Sale" on 
all Items. Saturday, July S 
from 11:00 - 4:30 p.m. on 
Lazelle Ave. next to Spee- 
Dee Printers. (N-C 5.4) 
To local community T.V. 
channel 20th Century Day of 
Pentlcost. July 9, 1978 2:00 
p.m. to 3:00 p.m. Sponsored 
by Terrace Church of God 
INCHES AWAY CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night at 
8 in the Skeena Health Unit. 
For more Information phone 
635-3747 or 635-302:~, 
SKEENA CENTRE 
Skenna Centre offers to the 
Senior Citizens of the 
Terrace and Thornhlll area 
the following servloes - 
• Activity Centre for han. 
dicrafts 
• Day Care for working 
people 
. Drop.In for companionship 
& coffee, 
Monday thru Friday 8.4. 
Transportation available. 
Contact Skeenavlew Ledge 
635.2265 
WANTED DONATIONS 
The Three Rivers Workshop 
for the Handicapped are 
looking for donations of any 
old, broken or used pieces of 
furniture, also any discarded 
wood products we could use 
for recycling or renovating. 
Call us at 635.2238 between 
8 a.m. and 3 p.m., we will try 
to make arrangements for 
pickup. 
The following Nelgh- 
baurhood Watch Meetings 
have been scheduled. Please 
note specific areas for which 
these meetings are intended. 
Meetings wil l  be held 
throughout the summer end 
householders are an. 
couraged to attend meetings 
arranged for their respective 
areas. 
Tuesday, July 4, 1978 
8:00 p.m. 
At the Home of Mr. and Mrs. 
Marchand 
4706 Scoff Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. 
For 4700 block Scott and 4700 
block Olson 
Wednesday, July 5, 1978 
8:00 p.m. 
At the Home of Mrs. Barbara 
Nelson 
4831 Of Son Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. 
For 4800 block Scoff and 4800 
Mock Of son 
Thursday, July 6, 1978 
7:38 p.m, 
At the home of Mr. and Mrs. 
R. Maddlson 
4824 Hamor Avenue 
Terrace. B.C. 
For 4800 block Straume and 
4800 block Hamer 
(iu2e-116) 
Do You Feel You Have 
A Drinking Problem? 
There is help 
Avallablet 
Phone 635-5636 
ALCOHOLICS 
ANONYMOUS 
Meetings: 
Man.: 8:30 p.m. United 
Church . ., 
• Thurs.or Sat. O:30p.m; Mills 
Memorial Hespital. 
Sun. Breakfast Meeting. 
10:00 to noon. Lakelso Hotel. 
A Heather.Tartan Society is 
being formed with the In. 
terest of promoting Scottish 
cultural Interest and events. 
Interesced persons should 
contact Eleanor Halley at 
635.2456 as soon as possible. 
Weight Wldchora meeting 
held every Tuesday i f1  p.m. 
at tho Knox United Church 
Hall, 41~7 Lazelle Avenue, 
The following Neigh. 
bourhood Watch Meetings 
have been scheduled. Reaso 
note spectflc areas for which 
these meetings are Intended. 
Meetings will be held 
throughout he summer and 
householders are an. 
couraged to attend meetings 
arranged for their respoctlve 
areas. 
Monday, July 10, 1978 
7:30 p.m. 
At the Home nf Mrs. Davis 
4911 Straume Ave. 
For 4900 block Scoff and 
Streume Ave. and 3500 Bruce 
Mock. 
Tuesday, July II, 1978 
8:00 p.m. 
At the home of Mr. and Mrs. 
WIImnt 
Wa!sh Ave. 
For 4800 block Walsh and 
Losn Avenue 
Wednesday, July 12, 1910 
8:00 p.m. 
At the home of Mr. and Mrs. 
Moore 
4819 Tuck Ave. 
For 4800 block McCunnell 
and 4800 block Tuck Ave. 
Monday, July 17, 1911 
7:30 p.m. 
At the home of Mr.and Mrs. 
Mac Klnnon 
4926 Welsh Ave. 
For the 4900 block Of san, 4900 
Mock Welsh, 3400 and 3500 
Mock Bruce. 
Tuesday, July 11, 1971 
7:30 p.m. 
At the home of Mr. and Mrs. 
Edward Parry 
4901 Davis Ave. 
For the 4900 Davis block, 
Park block, Lazelle block, 
Grelg block, and Hwy. No. 
16. 
Wedanlday, July 19, 1978 
8:00 p.m. 
At the Sacred Heart Church 
Meeting Room 
6836 Sfreume Ave. 
For the 4900 block Lazelle, 
Lambly, ;|nd Caledonia 
Avenue. 
Some people het;e thought 
that seeing e wo l f  before 
the wo l f  saw them would 
render them speechless 
Skeena Health Unit 
3215-2 Eby Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
635.6307 
The following are a few of 
the services offered locally 
by your Health Unit Staff: 
CHILD HEALTH CON. 
FERENCES. 
• Held weekly at the Health 
Unit every Tuesday from 
t :30.3:~ p.m. please phone 
for an appointment 
• Held at Thornhlll 
Recreation Centre oe the 
fourth Friday of every 
month from 1:30- 3:30 p.m. 
Please phone for an ap- 
pointment. 
• Babysltters who bring 
children must have parents 
written consent for Im- 
munization. 
ADULT CLINICS 
These are held at the Health 
Unit on Monday, Wed- 
nesday, and Friday from 
3:00 - 4:t0 p.m. by ap- 
pelntment only. 
PRENATAL CLASSES 
Classes are held throughout 
the year et Intervals for 
expectant parents. Phone 
the Health Unit for dotalls 
and reglstratloo. 
HOME NURSING CARE 
Nursing care in the home for 
those who need It on referral 
from tbeir family doctor. 
Terrace area only. 
HEALTH PARADE 
For 4 year old children. Held 
on third Monday of every 
month. Developmental, 
vision, hearing screening 
done. Please phone for 
appointment. 
PRENATAL BREATHING 
& RELAXING EXERCISES 
Held every Monday af- 
ternoon at 1:00 - 2:00 p.m. 
V.D. CLINIC 
Held every Monday at 3:38 
or by appointment. 
SAN ITATION 
The public health InspectOrs 
are now situated in Eby 
Street. They will be pleased 
to assist with eny sanitation 
problems. 
Speech and Hearing Clinic 
Held at 4612 Grelg Avenue. 
Hearing ests will be done by 
by referral from family .... 
doctor or community health 
nurse. 638-1155. 
LONG TERM CARE 
Office at N0.205.4721 Lazelle 
Ave. Tel 635.9196. 
Assessment and planning for 
those eligible for Long Term 
Care. 
AID TO HANDICAPPED 
Office at N'o. 205.4721 
Lazelle. Tel 635.9196. 
Assessment and guidanc:e 
for vocational and social 
rehabilitation done by 
consultant. 
Mills Memorial Hospital 
Auxiliary Thrift Shop on 
Lazelle now offers a full 
stock of Swing and Summer 
wear. Drop in on Saturdays 
from 11:00 - 4:30 p.m. 
Pregnant and in need o'f 
support? 
Call for help from Right-to- 
Life promoters: 
Lisa at 635.3164 
Carol at 635.S136 
Janna at 635.4503 
is your son interested in 
Scouts. If so the 1st Terrace 
Scout Troop Is taking we 
registration for September. 
Max number will be 24. If 
interested call Mrs. Wardrop 
at 635.35S3. Fees will be 
$20.00 per boy. Anyone in. 
terested In helping with 
Scouts please cal l .  
RAPE RELIEF 
& CRISIS LINE 
FOR WOMEN 
Call 435.75511 
or 
6~nm 
Skeana District Gir l  Guides 
would like to announce the 
opening of a Land Ranger 
Company In the Thornhlll 
area. Girls between the ages 
of 14 and 18 who are in. 
ferested please call 635.3061 
• or 638-1269 (cff) 
The family of the late Flora 
Rugg wish to express their 
sincere appreciation to all 
frlonds for their kindness 
during their bereavement, o 
those who sent donations to 
the B. C. Cancer Institute, 
flowers, phone calls, letters 
and cards. 
Larry Rugg & Family (pl. 
4). 
ANNOUNCEM~=NY 
Dr. L .  Hays Veterinarian 
formally of Terrace Vet.  
Hospital is now located at 
4801 Highway 16 West next to 
A! & Mac for appointments 
call 635.2040 nr/¢~i.7544 .(C20- 
THE HOBBY HUT 
Ceramic supplies and 
Greenware, air  brushing 
, available, custom firing. 
3936 McNeil St. 
635.9393 
CONCRETE SEPTIC 
TANKS PRE-KAST 
For Immediate delivery 
Septic System 
Specialists 
"Insist on the Best" 
PHONE 635-3939 
SCHMITTYS EXCAVATI NG 
GOLDEN RULE 
Odd lobs for the Jobless. 
Phone 635.4535. 3238 Kalum 
GEMINI EXCAVATING 
LTD. 
(Wes Andrews) 
Backhoe Work 
Hourly & Contract 
635.3479 anytime 
(A J12) 
RUPERT STEEL . & 
SALVAGE LTD. 
We bey copper, brass all 
metals and batteries. 
Location - Seal Cove 
Open fill $ p.m. Man. to Sat. 
Phone 624.5639 
DUFFS BICYCLE SHOP 
Reconditioned bikes and 
repairs. 
Reasonable rates. 
1931 Queensway Dr. 
A umumCanop o 
crewcab fully insulated with 
roof vent. Phone 635.3032 or 
635.5572 (p10-9) 
Girl guide cookies for sale 
Phone 635.3260 or 635-3294 or 
635.7762 We will •deliver. 
(p10-9) 
For Sale: Hay shortage 
order now prime horse hay 
In the fleldor barn. Call 047• 
3165 To arrange for pickup 
time. 
, Lay ing  ch ickens ,  
dehumidifier, eclining chair, 
2 radials and rims for V.W. 
van. Phone 635.5290 (ctf) 
For Sale or rent with option to 
buy partially furnished 12x60 
mobile home in local park. 
1977 Yamaha 100 Enduro 
• motor bike. Phone 635.3762 or 
635-6565 (p5-5) 
Hang Glider • Mev Let'- 20' 
span Delta Wing. New 
centre spar. Goodcondltion• 
847-2739 (c10.6) 
For Sale: 20" RCA color TV. 
Excellent condition. Dish- 
washer. Like new. Organ 
with emphasizer B&W TV 
635.2362 (A10.12) 
30" Range Beatty Harvest 
Gold 1 yr. old, Rotlsary 
perfect working condtlon. 
Asking $275.00, phone 635- 
3706. (c$.81. 
Used furniture for sale. 1 
used fridge S135. phone 635. 
4252, or view at 4835 Davis. 
(p-4). 
One utility trailer with long 
reach, good condition. Price 
$150.00. 600 16.4 ply tires. 
phone 635.2640. (p2.51 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 
Electrical and Refrigeration Office Space for Rent: 2700 
confront, sq. ft. on Greig Ave., 
'House wiring. Reasonable rent. LeaSe 
; ~S l76  available. Phone 635•7266. 
(eft) (cff) 
Full or part.time. Here is an 
opportunity to earn extra 
money, $6 - $8 per hour. 
Training Is available. For 
interviews Call Marnle 635. 
9721 anytime (Fuller Brush) 
(cff) 
Required for Terrace a girl 
for general office work. A 
knowledge of accounting and 
accounts recelveable on  
accept. Remuneration will 
be commensurate with 
ability. Please reply in own 
handwriting to Box 1179, 
care of The Terrace.Kltimat 
Dally Herald, Box 399, 
Terrace, B.C. (ctf} 
HELP WANTED 
Earn-2 hours a day-S200 a 
month commission plus 
.prizes. For details write 
Fuller Brush, Box 108, 207 
West Hastings St., Van• 
couver V6B 1H7, or Mr. T. 
Diamond, R.R. 3 Kamloops, 
B.C. V2C SK1. 
Chambermaid. Permanent 
part time. Must be willing to 
work weekends. Phone 635- 
7216 (c5-51 
Help wanted: Child care 
supervisor qualified In early 
childhood education and-or 
experience In pre.school 
methods of child care. Call 
638-0211 (p5-4) 
2 bikes - 3 speed, boys, 
standard girls. I mini bike. 
Phone 635-7563 (p3-S) 
1977 Yamaha 100 Enduro 
motor bike. Phone 635.3762 
(pS-S) 
or 
,Sale: 1973 Yamaha, 650 
Special, good , running 
condition, phone after 6:00, 
at 635.6830. Ask for Bart. 
(c5~0) 
For Sale: Refrldgerator, 
chord organ and bench, 
The term "Geegol," for 1 miniature white poodle, 
fallowed by 100 zeal,  was male, 1 year. 630.1720 (c3.6) 
invented  by e famous  
mathematician who took a 4 AT Trackers on 15x10CDN 
term supplied by a very  rims, GM•Chev, Phone 635. 
young nephew. $092 (ctf) 
Willing to babysit 1 or 2 Lab puppies for sale: Pure 
children. Weekdays. Nice bred. phone 798.2267 Lakelse 
home with large fenced Lake. P5.4) 
backyard. Phone 632.2807 
(C10.12) 
--I am looking for work. Cesepeake Bay Retrelver 
Phone 635-2010 or 638.1177 pups for sale. Phone eves 
andleave messagefor Dave. 846.5343 Telkwa. (c5.6) 
(p.5.9) 
in Ter race  on Wednesday,  Ju ly  12th 
at the Canada Manpower Centre 
f rom 9:00 a .m.  to 3:00 p .m.  
CHIEF ENGINEER OF 
A F ISHING VESSEL 
We are Iooklh 9 for a chief engineer 
of a fishing vessel to work within 
the framework of a project of the 
Canadian international Develop- 
ment Agency. 
LOCATION: Buenaventura, Colum- 
bia, South America. 
DUTIES: To act as chiel engineer of 
a training vessel under the direction 
of the sktpper. 
DURATION:.17 month contract. 
REQUIREMENTS: 
- -  Practical experience as chief engi-. 
neer on Gulf Guard type fishing 
vessel (length 86", 495 BHP). 
- -  A certificate of competency as chief 
engineer of a motor driven fishing 
vessel issued by Transport Can• 
ada. or an equivalent certificate. 
- -Sound theoretical knowledge and 
ability to impart it. 
- -A  personality which adapt to a 
teaching environment. 
An initial training period is planned 
to allow the successful candidate to 
learn Spanish. 
SALARY: According to experience 
and qualifications. 
Those interested should send their re- 
sumes to Mr. Louis Gibeau, Maheu, 
N01seux & Compagnie, 2 Complexe 
Desjardins, bureau 2,600, Case Pos- 
tale 1,53, Montr6al, QuObec. H5B 1E6 
Maheu, No!seux ('0-) Compagnie 
Svstemal,sahon .I aria ,~t ahon ~ '~ '~ /~ Cnmo e,eOesla,dm~ 
Monlreal 
0omplolo Solootion of 
1978 MAZDA 
, . I , , ,411 , , ,o , ,  ..... VOLKSWAGO N- pu GR," 
Station Wagon 
2 dr. With Box Liner 
$1,100 
1913 P 'SUli 
Low mileage. Very clean. 
,2 0 
1974MONAGoDODGE i 1974 MA(~r~DA 
4 Dr. H.T. 2. ,. Coupe 
'2 M s2 m 
1911 FO~,~ i1974 MAZDA eol 
FIH ~. , *P  Station Wagon 
Now In Stook 
B1800 PU 
With GEM 
I top canopy 
sum I '2A00 I '2  95 
1966 OLDS'S 
4 Door 
9200 
1973 FOLIO 
EC0NOLINE VAN 
All Radial Tires 
1972 DATSUN 
2 dr. Auto 
31,200 
19?a 
DA -"(k~,  10 
2 ~%). H•T. 
1973 MAZDA 
,z 00 
1966 
PLYMOUTH 
4 Dr. 
8360 
1974 VALLIANT 
4 Dr. Scamp 
, , , .o I ,m 182,4001 ,=,m 
1970 MJ-DA 
~ JUN 
8600 
1974 DATSUN 
PUWith 
Canopy. 
Excellent toad. 
't 9s 
1962 WILLYS 
JEEP STATION WAGON 
As Is 
8JM 
1974 MAZDA PU 
Low mileage 
82,296 
i ' 
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Wanted to Buy: 2nd Land 
bike, preferrably 3speed or 5 
phone 635.3016 (c5.4) 
3 bedroom home on 
Wanted to Buy: 16' car Skoglund. Large garden 
topper beat and cab for area~ fully wired, party 
pickup truck phone 635-9446 flnlsl~ed basement, enclosed 
(p3-4) garage, frldge, stove, drapes 
k~cluded. 635.9277 (p5.22) 
20' flbreglms over plywood 
hull for sale. Asking $500 
Phone 635-9488 (1~0-15) 
24' Relnell Command Bridge 
Flbreglass Cruiser with 
trailer. Excellent condition. 
Fully loaded with over 40 
options. $14,000. Phone 635- 
4716 eves. (p3-4) 
41. MACHINERY ~", 
i:OR SALE :" " , t  " , .  i 
D4D Cat winch blade and 
canopy. Good condition. 849. 
5459 (p10-9) 
For Sale on Bench. By 
owner. Custom built house, 2 
fireplaces, 2 full baths, 
carport, and sundeck. 
Banner St. Phone 635.6905 
(10-11) 
For Sale: 2 bedroom house 
basement unflnbhed. Wood 
stove plus electric heat. 5311 
Heplde 635-9488 (plm lull5) 
For Sale: 2 bedroom house 
basement unflnlshed. Wood 
stove plus electric heat. 5211 
Hepple 635.9488 (plm lul 10) 
For Sale: New 3 bedroom 
house. 4718 Hamer. Ready 
for occupancy In 2 weeks 
• Phone 635.7458 (c5-4) 
House for sale. 3 bedroom 
bungalo, electric heat, 
garage with workshop, wall 
to wall carpet throughout, 
view at 51 Eagle. After 5:00 
p .m. .  (c5-7). 
Room or Room and Board 
available. Reasonable rates. 
Phone 635.2684 after 8 p.m. 
(p3-4) 
For rent: 3 bedroom un- 
furnlshed duplex, available 
August 1 638.8278 (c14.16) 
2 bedroom suite for rent. No 
pets, phone 635.2978 or view 
at 4738 Walsh. (c4.7) 
I I I  
HILLSIDE LODGE 
4450 Little Avenue 
Sleeping rooms, 
~ousekeeping units, can- 
trally located. Fully 
furnished. Reasonable 
rates by day or week. Non. 
drinkers only. Phone 635. 
5611. (off) 
I CEDAR GROVE APTS. J 
3 bedroom townhouse apts.| 
with full basements. No.I 
116.4529 Straume. (ctf) I 
I I  
[ CEDAR PLACE I 
APARTMENTS 
4931 Walsh Avenue 
Suite 113 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-7056 
qew 1, 2 and 3 bedroom 
suites for rent. Frldge, 
stove, drapes, carpet, rec 
area, sauna and pool table, 
with security Interphene 
end elevator. Absolutely 
no pets. (ct f )  
Glinton Manor 
Furnished or unfurnished 
studio or 1 bedroom 
apartments. Securlt' 
mterphone. Sauna. 
635-3521 
638-1032 
I 
KEYSTONE COURT 
APARTMENTS 
Office No. 2 .  4603/ScoH. 
One, two end three 
bedroom apartments. 
Laundry & storage area. 
Near schoohi and down. 
town. Clean, quiet, 
Ipaclous, security lookup 
and patrol. 
Full time manager in 
residence. 
635-5224 
ictf) - ,  
I 
57, 
AUTOMOBILES :: 
Bedroom suite for rent. 
Near town, frldge and stove. 
partially furnished. Phone 
635-9460. (p.4.6) 
49. HOMES 
• FORSAL[ , '  
3 bedroom house In town, 
Pheasant ST., full basement, 
green house and garden, 
asking $49,000. Phone 635. 
7796 (p5-7). 
For Sale: 3 bedroom splltJ 
level • bench area. 4 yearsJ 
left at 10zA percenq 
assumable mortgage. MoreJ 
Information 635.3320 after 5~ 
p.m. (plO-1O) J 
For Sale: by owner. Duplex 
In town, close to schools, 2 
bedrooms, fireplace, full 
basement. Phone 635.5233 
after 5 p.m. (p4.4) 
For sale by owner, Duplex, In 
town, close to schools, car- 
port, 2 bedrooms ,-pstalrs, 2 
bedrooms downstairs. 11/2 
bathrooms. Phone 635.5233 
after 5 p.m. (p4.d) 
Moving to Terrace, require 
3-4 bedroom home, will 
maintain, willing to rent or 
lease, rofere~es; scclLri~ 
deposit, mature family of 
three. Refer inquiries to The 
Herald Box 1178, Te'race, 
B.C. (eft) 
Boarding homes for high 
school ,students to attend 
school in Terrace from 
September 78 to June 30, 1979 
room and board rate $175 per 
month. For further in- 
formation DIAL 635.7127 local 
19 (c20-20) 
Wanted: house to rent, 1 .2  
bedrooms, p re fer rab ly  
basement, have dog and lots 
of plants. Reply Box 1180. 
care of The Herald, Box 399, 
Terrace, B.C. (c5-7) 
Wanted to Rent. Deyou need 
someone reliable to house sit 
your home while your are on 
holiday, and help you pay for 
your vacation, and give us 
somewhere to rest our 
heads. References. Tran. 
starred by Government, 2 
adults, 2 children, 16 & 11 
(housebroken). Needed 
from July 15 to Aug. 15 as we 
are buying, 638.8191, ask for 
Edna. (c3-5) 
'68 VW Beetle, $600.00, very 
good all around except 
transmission needs work. 
Granisle, 697.6205, anytime 
after noon Saturday. (c2.5) 
For Sale: ~974 Canary 
Yellow Pontiac Flreblrd. 
A super sports car and in 
excellent s.hape. $3,500. 
Phone 638-1507. (c-4.9). 
1969 Fiat for sale, good 
running condition. 635.4246 
after 1:00 pm. (cl-4). 
For sale, 1971 Ford 'Pinto, 
Excellent Condition. Asking 
$900or best offer. Phone 635. 
5628. (p5-7) 
For Sale: Four 1971 12'x52', 
two bedroom semi.furnished 
Safeway trailers. Complete 
with axles, wheels, fuel 
tanks and blocking. Asking 
$6,000 each. Call 636-2660 J. 
Hutchlngs, Box 727, Stewart, 
B.C. (plm.lO) 
56' gateway doublewide. 
Includes al l  malor ap 
pllances, large garden sh~ 
and fencing. 3 bedrooms,, 
full bath, and fireplace. Set 
up and "fully skirted in I 
cedar. View at No. 31-4619 
Queensway Drive (Tim. 
berland Trailer Park)J 
Phone 635-9d29. (ctf) 
Rent or Purchase 1972 12x68 
Paramont house trailer with 
fireplace near stores and 
schools, on private lot. Rent 
$255. per month with option 
to buy or purchase $9,500 
open to offers. Will carry 
second morgage if nec. 
Phone 112.762-4612. Write 
Joe Rorke, Gen Del, Win. 
field, B.C. (ctt) 
MOBILE HOMES 
New mobile homes from 
as low as $100.00 down. 
O.A.C. 
Set up and delivered, 
trades welcome 
Phone collect 591-5105 
(ctf 
Must SII - 12x46 2 bedroom 
mobile home on a fully 
serviced, clear title" lot on 
51mpson Rd, Thornhill. 
Open to offers, G. Warnen, 
Royal Bank, Terrace, B.C., 
635-7117 (ctf) 
Build your home among 
beautiful arge cedars on lot For Sale: 12x68 ATCO 
158x210 Skeena St. Asking Velmont 3 bedroom mobile 
11,500.00 Offers. Phone 635. home. Set up and skirted In 
5102 after 6 and weekends, trailer court In town. Will 
(p3.1) sell furnished or un- 
furnished. Phone 635.9046 
PRIME LOT Thornhill even. (plO.Jul) 
District. Well and septic 
system $10,000 Call Ed 1968 - 10 x 52 two bedroom 
Carder - 956.4110 or write safeway fully set up and 
Box 820, Port McNelll, B.C. skirted. Complete with 8x24 
V0N 2R0 (pg.may 12F) Joey shack. Located at no. 4 
1753 Kenworth. Phone 638- 
1628. (plm-A4) 
1974 Toyota Land Cruiser 4x4 
$3,500, very good condition. 
Phone 635.9219 (p4-4) 
1969 Dodge I/2 T PU, vg, 4 
speed trans, posl trac dlf. 
ferentlal. New rear tires, 
spare parts, motor trans, 
etc. $1,000 or best offer. 635. 
5339 (ctf) 
Ford Van 1969 1 ton phone 
635-7421 (p5.4) 
1974 Ford I/a ton pickup 360 
motor auto, Radial tires, 
electronic Ignltlon. Phone 
635.9580 after 4 (c4-9) 
73 Renault front wheel drive, 
asking $1000 and 1976 Kx250 
motocross Kawaski like new 
asking $1,000 638.1483 (eft) 
1974 Maverick, 6 cyl., auto, 
13,000miles, like new. $2,650 
firm. 635-7669 after 6 (p3-4) 
1968 GMC I/a ton short box. 
Asking $1,000 phone 635-5605 
after 5 (p3-4) 
1974 350 Chevy Cheyenne, I/a 
ton, dual tanks, good con- 
dition also new flbreglass 
canopy with sliding win. 
daws. Phone 635.3241 (p3-4) 
74 Charger va, power 
steering and brakes, air 
conditioning. Low mileage 
635-7691 (p10.11) 
For sale: 1971 Mazda Station 
Wagon. Approx. 57,000 
miles. Sound mechanical 
condition. 5750.00 or best 
offer. Phone 635.5758. (p2.4). 
1967 Thunderbird 4 door, 390 
cu. inch, power windows, 
brakes, and steering, good 
condition. Asking $1500. call 
after 5 p.m, Phone 635.4314. 
(p3-5) 
For Sale: 3 bedroom Deluxe 
mobile home. Would sell 
alone (to be moved) or with 
lot. Must be seen to be 
appreciated. Phone 635-5605. 
(C-4,5,6) 
For Sale: 1966 10x36 Im- 
perial trailer. Comes fur- 
nished and is in good con- 
dltlon. Asking price $3,000 
phone 635-7860 (c10-9) 
Trailer for sale: 1974 12x68 3 
bedroom furnished trailer, 
dishwasher, frldge, stove, 
washer, dryer, china cabinet 
etc. No.1 Pine Park phone 
635.3246 (clm-Ju 17) 
REPOSSESSIONS 
We have a limited number of 
12', 14', and 24' wide in ex. 
cellent condition. 
NO DOWN 
PAYMENT 
Purchase includes delivery, 
set up and furniture. (On 
approved credit). 
If you qualify we will fly 
you in at our expense. 
Hurry I - These won't last I 
Call our credit manager 
collect at 437.4311 
Tor-Star 
Mobile Homes 
035 Granville 
Vancouver, B.C. 
VBZ 1 K7 
(c10-6) 
FOR SALE: 12'x68' Frontier 
mobile home with 2 large 
additions. Built In fireplace, 
raised living room. Will 
move end set up In Terrace 
area. 635.4692 (off.f) 
1967 19' travel trailer 635.3100 
asking 51,500 (p5.5) 
1972 V.W. Westfalla camper 
van. Goedcond. 635.5809 (p4. 
4) 
Camper 1975 Edson 8' 
Camper, C.W 15,000 BTU 
furnace. Phone638.1121 (stf) 
Hardtop Parklane tent 
trailer with heater and swing. 
out kitchen unit, sleeps 6 
$700 635-2507 (p3-4) 
1976 Starcraff tent trailer. 
Stove, frldge, furnace, 
closet. Ports pottle. Like 
new. Phone 635.3241 (p3-4) 
Recreation Vehicle for sale, 
15' travel traller, excellent 
condition. $1200. Very firm, 
phone 632.2807 (c5-7) 
$ 
17' "t rat!el trai ler with 
fridge, stove, & heater, 
sleeps 6, excellent condition, 
635.7585 or 635.2567 (c3.5) 
14' travel trailer 1 year old 
used only 3 times, 3 way 
frldge, furnace, 3 burner 
stove, 2 way light In separate 
toilet, like new condition. 
phone 635-9404 (c10-13) 
8' Edson Camper for sale, 
1976 model, 3 way frldge, 
stove 632.7643. (c5-7). 
Par cea~ 
Retail and-or warehouse 
;space centrally located st 
!street level In Terrace. Ir 
total 4741 square feet 
Formerly used as equip 
ment sales and repair shop 
For complete Informatlor 
contact Prudes and Currle 
(1976) Ltd. 635.6142 or write 
4648 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, 
B.C. 
(JI1-Aul A) 
MORTGAGE LOANS 
promptly arranged 
anywhere In B.C. In. 
formation and references on 
request. J.D. Phillips 
Capital Corporation, 10673 
King George Highway, 
Surrey, B.C. V3T 2X6. Phone 
588-0411 days, or 585-1603 
evenlmOs. (f) 
Does your building need 
exterior painting? Call 635- 
4906 Kermode Friendship 
Centre. LEave name and 
phone number for Terry. 
Free Estimate. (stf) 
Dlvorcel $100. plus filing 
fees. Obtain your lawyer 
supervised divorce over the 
phone fastl Call Self- 
Counsel Servlces toll free 
112.800-663-3007. Chargex 
and Mastercharge accepted. 
(4-13) 
GENERAL 
• CARPENTRY 
NO JOB TO BIG 
OR SMALL 
ADDITIONS, SIDING 
RENOVATIONS 
CEMENT WORK, 
PAIN.TING 
phone after 6: 
• " 635-4094 
WHEELS TO EDMONTON 
EDMONTONN(CP) - -  
Run Mixer, a 20-year-old 
polio victim, recently 
completed a 30o-kilometre, 
six.day trip from Calgary to 
Edmonton in a wheel chair 
equipped with 26-inch 
bicycle tires. The Alberta 
Hand icapped Fund ing  
Alternative Society hopes to 
raise about $20,000 from the 
trip. 
WATCH YOURNSTEP 
Footprints made 15,000 
years ago are preserved by a 
natural film of calcite in the 
PeehMerle cave in southern 
France. 
,g 
Notice of Application 
for Change of Name 
NOTICE is hereby given 
that an application will be 
made to the Director of .Vital 
Statistics for a change of 
name, • pursuant to the 
provisions of the "Change of 
• Name Act," by me:- Erne 
James Andrew of 4619.4 
Queensway Drive, Terrace, 
British Columbia In District 
of Terrace, In the Province 
of British Columbia, as 
follows: -
To change my name from 
Erne James Andrew to 
James Ernest Simpson. 
Dated this 4th day of July, 
A.D. 1978. 
(cl.4) 
LOOK TO THE LAND 
EDMONTON (CP) - -  
Oxford Development Group 
Ltd., a major real estate 
company with headquarters 
in Edmonton, has one of the 
larl~est portfolios of prime 
commerc ia l  propert ies  in 
North America. The com- 
pany owns or manages 12 
hotels containing almost 21.7 
million square feet of ren- 
table commerce space in 
Canada and the United 
States. 
LOANS INCREASED 
REGINA (CP) - -  Loans 
made by Saskatchewan 
Farmstart  Corp. iun1977-78 
increased to 402 from 366 in 
1978-77,. General  manage 
Layne Hetland said Farm- 
Start has 3,054 active leans to 
2,??4 fa rmer  cl ients, to- 
tailing about $77.7 million in 
loans and grants. 
NEW CROP STUDIED 
MORDEN, Man. (CP) - -  
Researchers at Morden are 
looking into the feasibility of 
g rowing  commerc ia l  
acreages of a new crop that 
is Hch in the fragant oil 
geraniol, which is used as a 
hose in soaps. Until now it 
has been Krown only or- 
namentally under the names 
of wild sage, horse mint or 
bee balm, 
EXPERIMENT IN SPACE 
TORONTO (CP) - -  A 
module of structural shapes 
designed at  University of 
Toronto and made of com- 
posite mater ia ls  will be 
placed In orbit in 1980 aboard. 
the Amer ican National 
Aernauties and Space Ad- 
ministratiun's space shuttle 
Enterprise. The experiment 
will gauge the effects of the 
space environment on man- 
made materials such as 
plastics. 
INVATION ACCEPTED 
TORONTO (CP) - -  About 
15 members of the board of 
the Canadian Thatre review, 
Canada's national theatre 
journal, have accepted an 
invitation by the Eugene 
O'Neill Theatre Centre in 
Waterford, Conn., to run a 
workshop on two new Ca. 
nadian plays and to study the 
centre as the first step in 
creat ing a national 
playwrights development 
centre in Canada. 
GRANT CONTINUES 
HAMILTON(CP) - -  A 
$94,096 grant from the On- 
taHo health ministry assures 
continued operation of the 
regional servicc program of 
the McMaster University 
faculty of health services. 
The grant will assist health 
agencies, doctors, and 
hospitals from Niagara Falls 
to Owen Sound to do ex- 
per iments,  surveys and 
research. 
** /= J  
Getting Started 
in Boating 
How dces one get started in 
boating, particularly inthe mid. 
die of winter? 
Actually, winter is probably 
the best time to start boating, 
because there isn't any pressure 
to hurry and get the boat in the 
water. Many a long suppressed 
desire to take command of a 
vessel and sail off over the horiz- 
on in search of high adventure 
can be replaced with reality and 
fact prior to the season opening. 
The Allied Boating Association 
of Canada states: The first place 
to go boating is at one of the 
winter boat shows held in most 
cities. Even many of the winter 
outdoor and sports hows have 
plenty of boats on display and 
your first visit to the show will 
give you a chance to talk, look 
and listen with dealers and man- 
ufacturers' rept'csentatives. Do 
not forget your soft-soled shoes 
for boarding boats and be sure to 
pick up the literature you require 
at the show so that you can study 
it and get a good idea of what 
best suits your needs and plan a 
second visit to the show. Take 
your time to visit with as many 
dealers as you can as they have 
more time to sit down with you 
and discuss your project and the 
products they represent. It is 
sometimes a good idea to plan a 
business trip or visit with.rela- 
tives while the boat show is in 
progress if it's too far away from 
your home location. 
In most communities where 
there is any significant boating 
activity there are courses offered 
by clubs or commercial schools 
on boating, The courses offered 
by the Canadian Power Squad- 
ron are particularly good and 
have t~¢~ advantage of being 
uniform in quality all over Cana. 
da as well as being inexpensive, 
Joining such an organization can 
be one of the best ways to make 
boating friends who already have 
a wealth of experience which 
they are willing to share with 
others. 
Commercial schools and clubs 
normally have a small fleet of 
boats for students. It's a chance 
to "test-drive" the boat of your 
choice or at least get an idea of 
the feeling when the warmer 
weather approaches, in addition 
yea will also •meet people already 
rnto .boating who can give yon 
some of the tips you need when 
starting out. 
Reading books and magazines 
on boating ives you a hoadstart 
LAUGHTER IS GOOD 
Lanl~nnter supposedly aids 
digestion because it's 
relaNing. 
THEY CHARGED $50 
In the boom towns of the 
Old West, ladies of the 
evming charged an avcrage 
of $50 and were booked well 
in advance. 
and libraries have a selection of 
boating books. There are a wide 
number of magazines depending 
on sail or power and a year's 
subscription is a good invest- 
ment when one considers the 
long winters and the happy plan- 
ning which can keen in front era 
warm fire in midwinter, Most 
boating magazines have reader 
information cards so that you 
may obtain additional informa- 
tion on advertisers' products. 
Use these cards and study ears- 
fully the literature you receive. 
Take some time to ask yourself 
some questions about your own 
lifestyle. The answers will affect 
the choice of the best beat for 
you. Do you really have the tin,: 
to do all the maintenance that 
some boats require or will you 
wish to pay someone to do it? 
Are you 8oingto be boatingfrom 
a cottage or a nearby resort or do 
you want o keep travelling and 
take the boat with you? Are you 
more interested in sailing than 
power or does the combination 
of a fishing motor and a more 
powerful unit for water skiing 
appeal toyou? Have you consi- 
dared joining a yacht club and 
perhaps racing regularly? Per- 
haps you have long summer 
vacations or time i'n the evenings 
for sailing. Are you going to 
provide accommodation for six 
on board your dream vessel or is 
this a one or two person excur- 
sion? 
Before you buy. check out 
boating facilities in your area. 
Dealers and yacht clubs are 
knowledgable asto what's avail- 
able and the kind of boat best 
suited for the area in which you 
plan to boat. 
Last, but far from least, pre- 
pare a budget. Talk with your 
dealer, boating friend, insurance 
agent, banker and others to 
make sure that you haven't for- 
gotten an original or operating 
expense. Above all, don't over 
extend yourself as most boaters 
start out with their first choice 
only to end up trading upwards 
three or four times as their 
knowledge increases. 
Allied Boating concludes: You 
will find lots of help and other 
pcopte who are genin0 started in 
boating. 
Do It Mow 
Aluminum 
2§" x 35" 
12 .h..t. onl,-3.76 
• THE R ILY  IIEIUiLD 
3212 Kalum St. TaWaee 
A:  dingto our 
 ners, it's the 
best deal intown. 
Test drive a Honda today at 
~ .  TERRACE HONDA SALES 
4842 Hwy. 16 West 
Terrace, B.C. VaG IL6 
635.6571 or 635.4325 
]E~O I~T D~OL Dealer Llcence Number 02066A 
Logan Clubs or Organizations or 
simply Local News .g 
or Call us we will be happy to print your story. 
NAME OF FUNCTION 
m. DAm 
| 
pqHN'N'S OF IN'mBB$T 
i': 
p :w  ' °l¢IrUl S ILL BE SUBMI111ED Vosl:3 NoD 
Terraoe/Kitinlat Dally Herald Terrace 63§-6367 or 
t 
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(Mar; 21 to Apr. 20l 
• Excellent 
general interests and your CAPRICORN 1~¢t-~ 
special desires -- if they are in I Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) vd Kt1" 
the realm of possibility. 
TAURUS 
(Apr. 21 to May 21) 
Day may not be exciting but, now, you'll regret it later, taking action. AQUARIUS ~. ' .~  
Ify0u Io0k in the right places, AQUARIUS =_~ GEMINI ~ .  (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) 
you will find more than (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) ~- .  (May 22 to June 21) 1111f  Not a spectacular day, but 
adequate reason for rejoicing. 
Get an early startt 
GEMINI ~ .  anything. Be especially careful look the other way. Face up to f o r e x p e r i m e n t i n g, 
(May 22 ~o June 21) ~ f  on the social front where you situations and you won't fool straightening out complications ' 
Mighty splendid aspects COULD overtax yourself, yourself or f~nd problm~s as and making long-range plans. 
should encourage an en- PISCES difficult to sc]ve. 
thu.dastto y u-- with your skliis (Feb. 20 to Mar, 201 /x~ CANCER ' 
An inspiring day for romance (Jane 22 to July 23) ~ 
Yourlndividual . o .o . .  Ju..,0, ,,,, ": " ,'/ha;. kind of day 'will the at(eat;on of others by 4111 Lakelme LAKELSE PHARMACY . , . z=.  Horoscope tomorrow ha? Tofindout what seeing to dictate. Let your ~FL Y REPELLANT, BEACH TO ~.'S, SUNGLASSES 
- - - - -  Frances Drake ~./,~,~, the stars ay, read the forecast willingness to co'operate and prompt rescription servwes given for your birth S ign.  dominate. M P . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
• SAGFIh'ARIUS ~,~L~ . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~"- .............. ".......... ::~" . . . . . . . . .  ~ " ' " '": ............ 
. SATURDAY, JOLY 6, 1,78 ARIES I~1~ , Nov. 23 to Dec .2 , ) "  ~'P" ~ ~ : ~ # " : ~ " :  : : : :  
• What kind of day will advancing, carcer,1~sc, •lso (Idar. 21 to Apr. 20) k~ Enthusiasm. as well as 
tomorrow be? To find out what indicated. Be neither Ice gullible nor too competence, must be properly and John Romita Stan Lee 
the Mars say, read the forecast SAGri'r,~RIUS ' ~ ,~ skeptical. Several suggestions channeled to be effective. Do th N 
glven for your birth Slgn. (Nov. 23toDec. 21) -'qT'P" may be offet;ed -- scme good, not go to extr.emes .on this J7J~rA~YPIEOEA~YROBOTI~ABOIJT ANI~THAT'~,.TU~T'~-' JNm~.L ~ HA ppy , .~ I~ ~,. : / f  YOUR "~ 
An exciting, stimulating day! some otherwise. Be objective, generally stimulating uay. re REAC.H /T~ PR~Y., "/I X~/V~W ~" ~TWHATvo~.,OFF THE~]~- .~~ "~' Nee~ TO J~]~¢~l~,~'~ .~<u~.,.o. ~.~ ~i , I I ;L ,N -VLN-~ "~ ~- : ~J,  ROOM~FF~TL~UI::~IIT~" ~0
/~ ,~.~ Act with confidence. Luck Is impersonal in your judgment. CAPRICORN 1 ~  . " ' "~L: . - . . , /Z~ . (YOU'D NEE~ ~ME ~ CErLIN~! ~ IFF~I"~-  ]~=rr- -"~ ',~<~1 11~,, l ~ A ~ i  ' / . /  INSTEAP 
¢. ) 4~'--~ with you in dealing with TAURUS ~.__~ (Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) vO ~"i~" .: "" OIL TO K~P r ; . 
prospects for superiors, (Apr. 21 to May 21) ~ 'g '  Control emotions, a desire for ./ ~ ~ l~/ ! / '  ~ , ~  
  I  l~t - -~  Impor tant  decisions, luxuries. Don't shift from one ...... . . . .  :'" .... ,' I , 
ey ( . .J  )v , , "  r.earch, e,rimen.tionare plus or activity oanother ! ~ ~ ~ ~  ~i  
y. Curb Inclinations toward left to your discretion now. without reason. Don't make 
~c- . .~  extravagance. If you overspend Therefore, ever~hing must be promises you can't keep and 
~TP on credit or impulse buying Carefully worked out BEFORE don't aim for the unreasonable. 
,  
I   I l iaDS- "~, ~ ~ ~  
n. in .    ae  I~   ctacular . t ~ ' ~  =~I j~ l l r~E ~ l l i~ '~ {~.~- , \ '~  ~ i ~  ~ 
Yourimaginationstlmu]ated, Neltberlcokfortrouble, nor f r iend ly fo reduat iona land~ ~ 
but don't go to extremes in belleve it won't come if you jast individual advancement; also 
sharpened and activities 
properly directed. A day for 
actiun! 
CANCER O~"  
(June 22 to July 23) 
Sidestep any activity which 
could hamper your forward 
movement. You may encounter 
g~.~d situations; much 
(July 24 to Aug. 231 . 
Stars continue favorable. 
Romance and creative pursuits 
~tod .  A good period for 
reevaluating your leng-renge 
proJeeta nd potting them on a 
more solid basis. 
vm o 
(Aug. 24 to ~L 23) 
A ~ ,  unruffled manner 
and ¢ondso planning, together 
with a sound investment of ime 
and energies are day's 
requirements. Edueptlonal 
matters eepeciaily favored. 
Lm~A " (SepL 24 to oct. 23) .n.=; ~ 
Accept the fact that, tem- 
pa'arily, differences of opinion 
in your circle will be inevitable. 
Thus, you'll watch your step 
end do nothing to increase 
ts~iens. 
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) 
A good day for activating 
ideas regarding flmmciel ex- 
pansion. Opportunities for 
and creative aetiviUes. In the 
latter connection, an avocation 
may prove to have 
remunerative alue. 
YOU BORN TODAY are 
ease~tiaily a quiet and reserved 
individual but, nevertheless, 
make friends easily and, In 
general, get along well with 
business a sociates. Only If you 
fall to curb your innate ten- 
dency to be dictatorial with 
those under your supervision 
and overpossoasive with loved 
ones willyou alienate those with 
whom you come in contact. 
So... a word to the wise! 
Though extremely con- 
~aUve, you will take a 
chance where you see the 
likelihood of a sound profit -- 
for you're a bern money.maker. 
The world of finance is your 
natural arran, but you could 
also succeed In ca~oadlng, 
manufacturing or science 
(eep~ medicine, geology 
and architecture). You have an 
aptitude for such arts as music 
and poetry but, in either, the 
technique of composing will be 
more evident than any 
emotional expression. Bir- 
thdate of: John D. Rockefeller, 
Ames'. lnduntrielist; Nelson A. 
Rockefeller, Amur. statesman; 
Fltz Green Halleck, peeL 
© 1970 King Futures Syndicate, Inc. 
SUNDAY, JULY 9, 1918 
What kind of day will SAGWrARIUS 3t~. .~ 
tomorrow be? To find out what (Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) 
the stars say, read the forecast Look for some changing 
given for your birth Sign.~ ,~ situational, Be alert, ready 
P T.~ ~ ~'.~i~. u i t ' l~act ion ,  and be guldIM 
ARIES . " : ~  .... by',~dct~dures which have 
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) ' ~ proved successful in the past. 
Gauge well: Do n~t over•tress CAPRICORN 1~ 
one matter and underestimate (Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) vd ~"  
another which could be even Study results of previous 
more •important. Profit by 
e=perlence. 
TAURUS 
(Apr. 21 to May 21) 
Hasty declaims and moves 
could be day's undoing. Help 
maintain truths and don't stray 
from YOUR path. No deviating 
from sound opinions .or letting 
down in standards! 
GEMINI " I I i~  
(May 22 to Jane 21) 
Here, too, is need for careful 
decielmm, but not fussiness. 
That faithful tried-and-found- 
true path for you! 
CANCER 
(June 22 to July 23) 
A day which can bend as you 
direct, but one which will 
require quick thinking to keep it 
from the losing column through 
neglect and (or) unprofitable 
detours. 
LEO 
u to Aug 23i 
Exchange ideas, meet with 
associates, ask questions. These 
are some of the many ways to 
improve your position in 
preparation for the week ahead. 
v= o 
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) 
Make the most of benign 
influences tobolster good will in 
all relationships. Just two 
admonitions: Curb reatlesmeas 
and don't express opinions 
unless pecifically asked. 
(,Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) 
b stimulating period, but 
don't  let your enthusiasms 
cause you to take on more than 
you can handle. Easy does it! scoeezo, ~e~ 
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) 
A good day for makieg im- 
portant decisions, but weigh 
them welll Move forward only 
after careful and deliberate 
forethought. Avoid im- 
~lsivenesa in speech, too. 
actions. If everything did not 
turn out as planned, profit by 
experience. Improve where you 
Can. 
AQUARIUS ~(~ 
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) ~¢~ 
A highly flexible attitude will 
be needed to deal with the 
various types of persons you 
meet now. But listen quietly to 
aU, analyze -- and make up 
your OWN mind. 
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) " '~  
Neptune influences are not 
too helpful, but don't let this 
deter you from trying for A-I 
achievement. No good effort is 
ever lost. 
YOU BOP,~ TODAY are an 
extremely practical individual, 
meticulous in all your un- 
dertakings, but sometimes too 
insistent that others be as 
finically sorupulo~ as yourself. 
• When they aren't, you are in- 
dined to sulk, worse yet to 
engage in bitter argument. It's 
important that you be more 
tolerant of your fellowman, 
realizing that each has his in- 
dividuality and cannot, at will, 
become a carbon copy of 
yourself. Generally speaking, 
however, you are loyal and 
affectionate; have an intense 
love of home and family and a 
quiet but delightful sense of 
humor. You have a keen scn-~e 
of values and are wilQng to 
work unstintingly for things you 
consider worthwhile. Fields in 
which you could excel: writing 
(especially on scientific or 
historical subjects), teaching, 
music and painting. You have 
an inventive mind, too, and 
often come up with truly 
remarkable ideas which benefit 
many. Birthdate of Henry 
Hallam, Eng. historian; Elias 
Howe, inventor of the sewing 
machine. 
(_c319"/8 Kin s FestuNs Syndicate, Ins, 
"Wlmn you've ant • minute, rll have a box 
Especially favored now: 
advancement in electronics, 
research, scientific pursuits, 
medicine and humanitarian 
activities. 
LEo 
(July 24 to Aug. 23) 
Discretion and secrecy may 
be your most important tools if 
you are aiming for some 
unusual financial objective. Let 
past experience guide you. 
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) 
Dividends indic•ted from 
past good work and interest in 
progressive methods. There 
may be some complex 
sltuaUons but, with astute, 
judgment, you can solve them. 
LIBRA 
(Sept. 24 to oct. 23) .n .~ 
Ease up on striving, ex- 
pansion, spending, if you have 
been In high gear. But, ether- 
wise, an extra spurt here, a wise 
penny spent here, can be time- 
and money.savers. 
sterne m, P 
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) 
Try to put over your Ideas but 
not too hard, or you may lose 
PISCES, )('~' 
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) 
Search for a more distinctive, 
more helpful way to push your 
interests. They can be handled 
with greater ease if you depend 
on your own. judgment. 
"YOU BORN TODAY are 
conservative, idealistic and 
extremely practical in carrying 
out the constructive ideas which 
are uniquely your own. You 
have a keen sense l justice, an 
urge for reform and a gift for 
oratory. These are powerful 
traits and, properly developed, 
can make you the conununity 
stalwart you were meant to be. 
You are highly principled and 
expect others to be likewise; 
become complete ly  
disillusioned when they aren't. 
Fields which would be excellent 
outlets for your talents: writing, 
teaching, the law, science, 
medicine and lecturing. Traits 
to conquer: obstinacy, jealousy, 
hypersensitivity. Birthdate of: 
Wm. Blackstone, renowned 
writer on law; David Brinkley, 
TV news commentator. 
~) 19"/S King Features Syndicate, Inc. 
Orosswo d Eugene $ ffer 
ACROSS 36 Portents 54 Color It Before 
1 ~m 37 ~ after 55 Lively Joy 19 Distress 
5 Spasmodic one's death DOWN signal 
twitch 40 Russian 1 Food fish 21 The sun 
8 Headland city 2 Heap 2,1 Unit of heat 
12 Employ t l  Take on 3 Semite 24 Paradise 
1,1 County in agsin 4 Mexican 25 British 
Idaho 45 Soccer star blankets stables 
14/d~ove . . . .  47 Scotch river 5 Domesticates 26Gather a 
l$,Wingiike ...... 40'Sbewy ..... 6.Monntab/ ........ t'rep ....... • .... 
16 Deface flower on Crete 27-  Dominl 
17 Smooth 50 Mimics 7 A candy 26 Solaced 
18 Depreciate 51Greek letter 8 Hue 3Z Large reck 
20 Hebrew 5Z Burmese 9 Warding off 33 Osculating 
instrument demons 1O Female 35 Article 
22 Done after 53 Frees swan 36 Take to court 
death Avg. solution time: 24 rain. 38 Long lock of 
20 Certain E~IOIKIIO[~I ITIIFII~IAlY_I hair 
competitions ~,B EIINIEIBIOII~IOILiEI 39 Mountain 
~I01EiSlLIOIWlPIOIKIEISI nymph 
20 Daughter BIB N E T-~-:NI t I L - -  
of Loki , m I~A~IP iNI I IT IE I~ 42R.nssian 
50 Food fish S~M I INIGIEI~ISIICIAIVIEI rwer 
31Grandson " t ' lN  TAPE  .~F--E_ 43Arachnid 
of Adam ~I~I~EISITIAINIDIAII~I~I 44 Being 
3Z Babylonian W ~ ~ ~  45 Common i l l -ATL ILm AIWIAI~IE] value 
sod 
=Reeogulzed Ei~ I E I IA ILA  I IILIAICi 46Slender 
34 Cape north w A t~ DIIFIE NISII  t ILIEI finial 
of Boston 5-30 48 Summer, 
.35 High hill Answer to ,e~terday's puzzle, in France 
q 5 1 ~ a  9 tO II 
t2 U 14 
!iS B IT 
,o @,o  ,,, 
25 27 28 ~ 29 W 50 
3' @" l  
" "1 I NNN 
50 ~$2 
53 /~1  s5 
CRYPTOqUn' 5-30 
TRLLF  ZEFT  EZZ we Y W O U D 
WEVEUPDL VYRPTO 
Yesterday's Cr~ptoqulp -- OFFICIAL'S PERQUISITES 
PIQUE ELECTORATE. 
~'~ 19~8 K/as Features Syndicate, Inc. 
Today's Cryptequlp clue: P equals I 
The Cryptoqaip is • simple subetlintion cipher in which each 
letter used stands for another. H you think that X equals O, it 
will equal O throughout the puzzle. S .~e letters, sha~ wor~_, 
and words uMng'm apostrophe can gtve you .crees to IOeaung 
vowels. Solution is accomplished by trial anu error. 
CATF ISH 
I'- i1' "/ 
-, g it! 
by Roger Bdlen & Gary Peterrnan 
LF_.~IT CC~PLA, k£r THIS ) ...~I~~TI~E~'LIEOTE'N~ I . .  ~ 
THH WIZARD Ol~ m 
AbwAY~ t l~  / ~Y~I [  
FAT~o~.~ / ~ ~V~II 
i. 
! . . :~~ ~ ,.,~ 
by  Brant  l~rker  and  Johnny  har t  
B.C. by Johnuy hart 
womkp i I 
, T' ATY 
DOONESBURY by Garry Trudeau 
5~ 
UH-HUH. T MET 
;~ ' ~1 ttee AT ~/O~ 
,.'~ , _~1 ~H/Lg B4RTB~I~ 
~'-- '_~1 A C~LE YeA~ 
,.=,=I! /,,~o.. 
=~ -_ ', 
e 
By Abigail Van Bureri 
191a ~,~ chic~o Tr,~ne.N Y NCWS Synd Inc 
I /~  A ~LL. Z'U BeT /m" ' 
~tlN~ 7O/~AR ~ le~l~y ? 
DEAR ABBY: All my life my parents have taught me to 
be courteous and to respect my elders, but it's getting 
harder every day. I will give you an example. 
Last week I went to a baseball game with two of my 
friends. They left their seats in the stadium for a few 
moments and while they were gone, a man about my 
father's age moved in and signaled another man to come 
join him. I told him those seats belonged to my friends, 
who would be back any moment. He said he would move 
when my friends returned. 
Well, when my friends name back, this man refused to 
move. I reminded him that he had given his word, but he 
said, "Listen, kid, I'm 30 years older than you. You kids go 
find other seats." 
Not wanting to start trouble, my friends and I left and 
DEAR ABBY: I am • 38.year,lid widow with three sat somewhere lse. 
children. The oldest is a 14-ye•r~ld girl. There is a man I Now why are kids expected to show respect and be 
know who I thought was a really nice guy. He's divorced courteous to adults when adults act like this to us? 
and has grown children. He seemed to like me and the LOVES BASEBALl, 
children. ~,.. 
Last week he offered me money to let my 14-year~ld DEAR LOVES: Teenagers complain (and Justifiably so) 
daughter go to bed with him. I told him he was crazy. I told that they are individuals and want to be judged by their 
• policeman about ,  t, and he said there is nothing anyone own actions--not by what their peers do. The same goes 
san do unless the~i~an commits some kind of crime, for adults. The men were rude, but they, fortunately, do 
The mating call of the male grouse is a drumming sound Abby, l am terrified that he might catch my daughter not represent ALL adults. Be fair. 
somewhere and rape her: (Maybe even kill her.) Getting married? Whether you v, ant a formal church 
made by fluttering his wings rapidly. It can be heard a I know he'e a sick man or he wouldn't have asked me wedding or a simple do-ye•r-ewn-thing ceremony, get 
mile away. something like that. Whet should I do? Ahby'a new booklet, "'How to Have • Lovely Wedding.' 
UPSET IN IOWA Send $I and a long, stamped i28 eentsl self-addressed 
[ t~f~. -~__  ) ~-~ '.~ . )~-~/~- -~.  ~/~j  .~" I envelope to Abby: 132 I, asky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif. 
~ ~ ]~.. r ( . .  I ~ v~-  o . '~ J '~  ~' ~ .~ DEAR UPSET= Don't wait until this man commits • 90212, 
crime, You don't say where, in Iowa you live, bet I advise 
~ ~ ( , ~ .  ~ .  " - - - -~'o.  " -~-~/~]  you to immediately alert your chief of pollce, sheriff or .... 
county attorney. Let them know about this sick and To  facilitate parallel parkmg, try if possible to see the 
~..[~-TcC~  ...mq----~ ~=~--  ":_ ~ " "I potentially dangerous man and what he hu  in mind. Alert car s reflection in a store window. It shows you where 
The average depth of the ocean is between 2 1/4 and 2 1/2 your daughter, too. And let me hear from you again. This the rear of your car is going, 
dies. situation should not be ignored. 
mmml iM1 i 
- - T F  w - -  / 
' ': I" 
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